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Abstract--Two classes of classical Free-Streamlines are computed efficiently, using series expan- 
sions in conjunction with the method of Frobenius. The first class are jet flee-streamlines from a 
nozzle with straight wails. The hodograph plane is mapped on a semidisk by an algebraic equation. 
The physical plane is obtained by a Schwarz-Christoffel-type integral. The second class is the plane 
butterfly valve. Two Schwarz-Christoffel-type integrals are necessary to obtain the flow in the the 
physical plane. 
Different regions of convergence are determined to cover the semidisk. The series expansions are 
computed with the aid of the convolution number. Several solutions of potential flow are plotted. 
Contraction coefficients of the symmetric jet in terms of nozzle angle, and for the butterfly valve in 
terms of closing angle, are given. ~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Free-streamlines, Convolution umber, Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, Confor- 
mal mapping, Hodograph method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The free-streamlines in two-dimensional potential flow which are discussed here are jets generated 
by an opening in a straight walled half infinite polygon reservoir. The analysis consists of the 
mapping of an internal polygon on a simple region. 
Free-streamline problems have captured the imagination of many researchers since the intro- 
duction of the hodograph method by Kirchhoff [1]. Each type of problem had to be solved with 
considerable ingenuity with quite a large effort, so much so that entire theses were devoted to 
it, e.g., [2]. A detailed iscussion is presented in [3], where also the numerous literature is cited. 
The physical problem is characterized by flow along straight walls, from whose sharp end one or 
more jets escape into space with the asymptotic free-stream velocity. The physical space will be 
dw called the z-plane. The complex potential is denoted by w, therefore complex velocity is -~-z" 
The first step of the analysis, following [3], is to map the hodograph of the flow along the 
walls. The particular feature of the hodograph is that the velocity map along the walls consists 
of straight rays from the center, and the map of the one or more free-streamlines consists of 
concentric ircular arcs. Arcs of different radii may occur, from jets of different free-stream 
velocities, e.g., discharging into chambers of different pressures, or the two different velocities of 
the jet in air cushion vehicle simulation. The hodograph plane can also be multiply connected, 
as in the case of a jet impinging on a plate near the nozzle, or a skew orifice plate valve. The 
hodograph can also contain an infinity region if the physical object has a convex corner in the 
stream, although for a practical nozzle this would be an impossible physical situation. Many 
variations of indirect problems can be imagined where a hodograph with curved boundaries i  
mapped on one with standard straight boundaries [4]. 
In most cases, the inverse of the complex velocity is used as hodograph plane, which maps the 
flow angles according to the physical picture. The disadvantage is that zero velocity is mapped 
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into infinity. The method followed here is to map the complex velocity directly, so that zeros 
correspond to zeros and infinities to infinities. The disadvantage of this method again is that 
the reflected image of the physical angles appear, but in the initial analysis one can always draw 
the reflected image of the physical plane or the hodograph first. We denote the complex velocity 
by q, so that the hodograph plane is the q-plane, and 
dw 
q = dz" (1.1) 
The customary next step is a logarithmic transformation of the hodograph plane into what we 
will call here the/-plane, 
l = log q, (1.2) 
which transforms all rays into horizontal straight parallel lines and all concentric ircles into 
vertical straight lines, such that the sections of the hodograph are mapped on rectangular sections. 
The region within the rectangular boundaries of the logarithmic velocity can now be mapped 
on a half infinite plane, the t-plane, by a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation (SCT), which gives 
a relation 
l = t (0  = f 1-I(t - dr, (1.3) 
where ai takes any of the values -1, -1/2, 1/2. Alternatively, the/-plane is mapped on the 
interior of the unit circle in the s-plane, then 
l = l (s) = / 1](s  - s~)°' ds. (1.4) 
This is how the SCT is usually associated with the free-stream problem. Although the integration 
may be complicated, it involves at the most standard elliptic integrals because of the right angles 
involved. But in many cases the solution consists of fairly simple algebraic functions, for which 
the many listed mappings in [5-7] are available. It is a rather trivial application of the SCT 
and can in many cases be bypassed by a simple algebraic procedure described in the examples 
below. That is therefore not the real problem. The mapping of the flow potential w must still be 
found in the half infinite plane, and is often mapped into the rectangular strip of the w-plane by 
numerous further mappings, with the aim to obtain an algebraic function for the potential w(q) 
in the q-plane, directly or indirectly. The solution of the problem then consists of the solution of 
the fundamental equation 
dw 
dz d--7 
- , (1.5) 
dq q 
which is often transformed to any of the intermediate variables used in the mapping, which gives 
the different problems uch a different appearance. The integral of equation (1.5), which in the 
s-plane is 
dw 
f ~(s )  ds, (1.6) z = j 
becomes another S-C type integral, similar to the form that includes rounding of corners [8]. 
Even if the S-C integral of equation (1.3) or (1.4) has been solved, the solution of equation (1.6) 
is the real difficult problem, and the general problem could not be solved in the classical analytical 
sense.  
Useful solutions were obtained in many special cases, but always some special rational angles 
were needed to obtain analytical solutions. All such solutions up to that time were treated by 
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Birkhoff and Zarantello [9], some of which are in terms of elliptic integrals. Because of the 
analytical difficulties, the modern computer power is used to solve the S-C type integrals with 
numerical methods. In another approach, Elcrat and Trefethen [10] have dispensed with the 
hodograph and derived a new S-C type transformation forthe free-streamline wake problem, and 
then integrated the equation umerically. 
The only analytical treatment of the plane potential butterfly valve flow was made by Sarp- 
kaya [11], but the second integral was also done numerically. 
In this paper, a third approach is taken, between the classical and numerical methods. It is 
based on the fact that the evaluation of all classical functions are derived from Taylor series, and 
that every new free-streamline boundary defines a new function. Therefore a solution method 
is used to obtain the series expansions of free-streamlines problem directly. To this end, a 
convolution umber algebra was developed in [12], and expanded to include Frobenius eries 
for the solution of the SCT in [13]. The solutions of free-streamline problems with convolution 
algebra re presented in this paper. 
2. JET  FREE-STREAMLINES 
2.1. The Simple Nozzle Jet  
A general method using convolution umbers will now be outlined, illustrated by the example 
of the simplest possible jet issuing from a straight walled nozzle as shown in Figure 2.1a in the 
z-plane, with corners in the sense of the mapping of channel flow. The hodograph is shown in 
Figure 2.1b. From the knowledge of the channel flow, the streamlines can always be sketched 
in the hodograph, and the definition of the complex potential w(q) consists merely of identi- 
fying the source and the sink locations. The problem of obtaining equation (1.5) consists of 
determining w( q). 
q3 
Q 
qz 
/ 
(a) Jet geometry, z-plane. (b) Hodograph, q-plane. 
Figure 2.1. Simple jet. 
EXPANSION OVER A SEMIDISK. In this problem, the sector of the hodograph with included 
angle/3 can easily be transformed to a right semidisl¢ with included angle r, in which again the 
complex flow potential w is found easily, but the method for the next more general problems will 
be introduced here. 
As the general next step we map the hodograph on a left semidisk in the ~-plane. This is 
achieved by the Blasius-Prandtl method of using auxiliary sources and sinks. A single source is 
placed at the center of the hodograph as shown in Figure 2.2a, so that two streamlines and one 
potential line coincide with the boundaries. The auxiliary mapping flow is given by a complex 
potential h simply as 
m 
h = -~ logq, (2.1) 
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where m is the amount of flow within the sector. The mapping flow is shown in Figure 2.2a. 
The corresponding mapping flow in the circle in the ~-plane is constructed by placing a source 
on one side of the disk, and a sink of equal strength on the other side, shown in Figure 2.2b. 
The circle is a streamline, being the mapping of all the straight rays of the hodograph, and the 
vertical diameter is the mapping of the circular arc of the hodograph. The complex potential of 
this flow is 
h = m log(¢ - ~1) - -  ~ 1og(¢ -- ~lr) -{- h0. (2.2) 
71" 
The mapping is not unique. The point ~1 is chosen at -1,  so that Cxr becomes +1. With these 
values, the mapping flow shown in Figure 2.2b is obtained. The constant h0 = £m is determined 
by corresponding points in the two planes. 
q4 ~4 
q3 
q 
(a) Sector in q-plane. (b) Semidisk in ~-plane. 
Figure 2.2. Mapping flow for simple jet. 
The mapping of the hodograph plane on the C-plane is now determined parametrically by the 
equations (2.1) and (2.2), but these can be solved algebraically, with the result in this example 
q = (¢ - 1)#/=(¢ + 1) -#/~. (2.3) 
The next step is to determine the actual flow potential w in the C-plane. This is also quite 
elementary because merely the source and sink, only two in this example, have to be placed in 
the disk at the mapped points. The images on the complementary disk (not shown) are placed 
to ensure the circular boundary streamline, and the reflection of point ~3 on the unit circle is 
placed at ¢3i = -1/~3 (this point disappears when the jet is symmetric). The complex potential 
can be written immediately, with the amount of flow h in the jet, 
w = h log(¢ + 1) + h log(¢ - 1) - h log(¢ - ~a) - _h_ 1og(¢¢3 + 1). (2.4) 
7r 7r 7r 7r 
This form is chosen so that the symmetric ease ¢3 = 0 is included. The flow pattern inside the 
semidisk is shown in Figure 2.3a. 
The final mapping of the C-plane on the z-plane is now determined by the differential equation 
dw dz dz dw ~( 
- (2 .~)  
de dw d~ q(¢) 
Substituting from equation (2.4) and equation (2.5), the final differential equation of the problem 
is 
dz d(  -= 9(() = e( (  + 1)-l-/3/'r(( - -  ~3) -1 (~ - -  1) -I+z/'~ ((2 +~(3+11)(1 - (32) , (2.6) 
c=" m__(_l)~l.. 
71" 
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(a) Mapped flow in ~-plane. 
r2d 
(b) Convergence regions in ~-plane. 
Figure 2.3. Simple nozzle jet. 
This equation is very much like a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, but for a semidisk region. 
We also note that the effective sum of the exponents i -2  as for the SCT of the interior polygon. 
Singular points on the boundary are at ~1 and ~3, but unlike the SCT there are also the singular 
points outside the boundary at elf and ~3i, which must be taken into account for the convergence 
regions. Note that there are no singularities at the corners of the semidisk at ~2 = -7 and 
~4 = +7, rather d~ has zeros there. The parameter values of this example are f~ = 88 °, f~3 = 16 °. 
Equation (2.6) is solved by the same method as the SCT in [13], but the regions are determined 
on the semidisk as shown in Figure 2.3b. Two Frobenius disks are placed on points ~1 and ~3, 
respectively. Two Taylor disks are placed to cover the regions near the remaining boundary gaps. 
In this example the point ¢3i is too far to have any influence. The reference value of 0 is assigned 
to a point in the middle marked by a o, then the series are matched at positions marked by a *. 
Let the factors of equation (2.6) be 
gl = (~ -}- 1) -1 - /~/" ,  g2 = (~ -- ~3) -1,  g3 = ~ (~ -- 1) -1T~/lr (¢2 _[_ 1)(1 - ¢3 2) 
¢¢3 + 1 
The Taylor expansions of equation (2.6) around the centers of their disks ~k are written with the 
transformation u = ¢ - ~} 
g(u) =__U. g l  $ g2*  g3 : U ,g"  (2.7) 
and integrated. 
The Frobenius expansion of equation (2.6) about point ¢1 -- -1  becomes, with the transfor- 
mation u = ¢ + 1, 
g(u) = u- l - f~/"  U" 92 * g3 = u - l -~/ "  U" g, (2.8) 
of which the integral according to [13, Section 2.3] is 
z = f (u )  = fFO + U -a /"  U" -fp + fh( logu).  (2.9) 
To avoid confusion, we have written the function of the logarithm as fh instead of h in [13]. The 
logarithmic terms appear near the values of/~ = 0, 7r, and 27r. 
To avoid numerical problems, well-determined forms for the infinities must be used for the far 
regions. Near ¢ = -1 ,  u = 0, which is the mapping of the infinite wedge towards point 1 on the 
left in Figure 2.1a, equation (2.4) is written in the form 
7rw 
logu -- h log(~ - 1) + log(~ - ¢3) + 1og(¢¢3 + 1) - logu(w). (2.10) 
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For a given value of w, equation (2.10) can be solved iteratively for the variable log u. Within 
the numerical radius of convergence, a Newton-Raphson iteration converges within six iterations 
to six digits with the asymptotic initial value. The approximate value of u for the perturbation 
part is then found from logu. Write now equation (2.10) in the form 
u = e~rw/h(~ -- 1)-1((~ -- (~3)(~3 + 1) (2.11) 
and substitute the leading factor of the series by equation (2.11), and the logarithmic term by 
equation (2.10), to obtain 
z = fFo + e-~W/h(~ -- 1)~/'~(~ " -- ~3 + 1)-~/=(~¢3 + 1)a/'~__.U" ~p + fh( lOgu(w)).  (2.12) 
From the expansions, it can be shown that the factors after the exponential term become 1 as 
u --* 0, which can also be used as a numerical test of a computer program. The term fh becomes 
negligible compared to the exponential term. Therefore the asymptotic form corresponds with 
the wedge flow on the left, which is the flow of a sink. 
The Frobenius expansion of equation (2.6) about point ~3 becomes, with the transformation 
u= 
g(u) = u - l  U • gl  * g3 = u - l  U_." g, (2.13) 
of which the integral according to [13, Section 2.3] is 
z = f (u)  = fRO + u°U "--fp + fh( logu) 
= fRO + g0 1ogu + fpau + fp2u 2 + fp3u 3 ' ' '  , (2.14) 
where go is the leading complex coefficient of the Frobenius expansion g(u), and fp(U) is the 
remaining series. 
To obtain the well-determined perturbation form near ~3, u --* 0, which is the mapping of the 
free-stream jet towards point 3, equation (2.4) is written in the form 
--Trw 
logu = - -~ + log(~ + 1) + log(ff - 1) - log(¢~3 + 1) (2.15) 
and solved iteratively for log u for any given w in the free-stream. Then, as before, the ap- 
proximate value of u is used for the perturbation part fp(U), while the logarithmic term in 
equation (2.14) is substituted by equation (2.15), so that 
(T ) z = f ro  + 90 - -  + log(¢ + 1) + log(¢ - 1) - log(ffC~3 + 1) + yp(u). (2.16) 
The asymptotic value for the free-steam, as u -* 0, becomes 
wTl- w ^ 
z = rE0 +go T + k, (2.17) 
^ 
which is the correct expression for a parallel strip of flow, where -go = e zz2 is the complex 
conjugate direction of the asymptotic jet. The constant k is the finite value of the remaining 
terms at ~ -- 0. Putting h any convenient value, the contraction coefficient is obtained by 
calculating the values of z of the edges from the series in the appropriate disks. 
The result of these calculations are plotted as the stream and potential ines in Figure 2.4. 
The particular parameters are/3 = 88 °, phase angle of q3, ~3 = 16°. Referred to the distance 
between the edges at the opening, a contraction coefficient of C -- 0.717644 is found. The angle 
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Figure 2.4. Stream and potential lines of simple jet in z-plane. 
.5/ 
(a) Convergence r gions with ~1 in middle. (b) Convergence regions with ~1 shifted down. 
Figure 2.5. Convergence disks in semidisk for simple jet. 
---- 59.808 °, and the direction of the jet is -16 °. The perturbation forms are valid in the 
Frobenius disks, whose mapped boundaries are shown by the thick dotted lines. 
The wedge angle/~ features explicitly in the analysis. The only single geometric parameter 
of the nozzle is then the angle 7 as shown in Figure 2.1a, where 7 = r /2  corresponds to the 
symmetric nozzle. This angle is varied by the single unique value of the free-stream direction, 
entering the analysis by means of the phase angle of q3 in the hodograph. The corresponding 
value of ¢3 is determined by the choice of the mapping on the semidisk. 
If the deflection angle/~3 is larger, expansions in the semidisk may have to include a Laurent 
expansion as point ¢3i moves closer to point ¢3. Such a condition occurs when/~ = 88 °,/33 -- 41 °, 
for which the convergence disks are shown in Figure 2.5a. Because the choice of ¢1 on the 
boundary is arbitrary, the regions may be somewhat improved, as shown by the corresponding 
convergence disks in Figure 2.5b. The corresponding flows in the semidisk are shown in Figure 2.6a 
and Figure 2.6b, respectively, and the corresponding physical flow in the z-plane is shown in 
Figure 2.7a and Figure 2.7b, respectively. Of course the physical flow is the same, but it can be 
seen how the indicated boundaries for the convergence r gions are different. 
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5 
5 
(a) Point ~1 in middle. 
5 
5 
2 
(b) Point ¢1 shifted down. 
Figure 2.6. Mapped flow of simple jet in semidisk. 
(a) Flow of simple jet, from Figure 2.5a. (b) Flow of simple jet, from Figure 2.5b. 
Figure 2.7. Flow of simple jet in z-plane. 
(a) Hodograph. (b) Flow in z-plane. 
Figure 2.8. Flow of inverse simple jet. 
As another example, the flow from an inverse nozzle,/3 = 328 °, and the same deflection angle 
~3 -- 16 °, is shown, the hodograph in Figure 2.8a and the physical flow in Figure 2.8b. 
EXPANSION OVER A CIRCULAR DISK. The traditional mapping of any boundary is made on a 
circle, as a kind of standard familiar reference. Yet the hodograph is transformed to the circle 
via the semidisk, be it more directly from a right half semidisk as indicated in the beginning of 
this section, or the from the left half semidisk in the C-plane as in this example. To produce a 
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F4  
(a) Flow in z-plane. (b) Convergence r gions. 
Figure 2.9. Channel flow similar to simple jet. 
mapping on a circle, the semidisk of the (-plane is transformed to a full unit disk in the s-plane 
by the transformation 
8- -1  
< = (2.18) 
s+l+ 2V/2~+I ) 
Instead of transforming equation (2.6), we rather determine the flow directly in the s-plane by 
placing the sink and source at the mapped positions Sl = -1 of ~1 and s3 of ~3, which is the very 
simple flow 
w -- log(s + 1) - log(s - s3). 
Equation (1.5) is now replaced by 
(2.19) 
dz dz dw dw 
_ d8 (2.20) 
ds dw ds q(s) 
We obtain dw from equation (2.19), q(s) from equations (2.3) and (2.18), and substituting in 
equation (2.20) produces 
dz ^ ( )~/~ d---s=g(s)=c(s+l)-l-f~/'~(s-s3) -1 yr2~x/s  - $ - (s - 1) , (2.21) 
c = -1  - s3, 
where the last term has been written in binomial factors to reveal the singularities. 
The mapping on the circular disk in the s-plane is equivalent to the customary mapping of 
free-stream jet boundaries on the upper half of the t-plane, keeping in mind the equivalence of 
the SCT on the circle and on the straight line. 
Equation (2.21) can be regarded as a type of Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. The singular 
points are all on the circle. The effective sum of exponents i -2  as required for the internal poly- 
gon. There is only the modification of rounding the corners which map as the curved boundaries 
of the free-streamlines. If we for comparison map the the straight sided polygon with the same 
angles as the free-streamline jet, shown in Figure 2.9a, the SCT is 
dz = is + 1)_l_/~/lr (s + ~ ) (~12+f~a) l l r (  s _ 83)_ 1is _ ~ )(~/2-Ba)/Ir (2.22) 
ds 
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The solution of the flow shown in the figure is obtained by the method of [13, Section 5.4], 
using the seven convergence disks shown in Figure 2.9b to cover the four singularities. 
If we now replace the terms of equation (2.22) 
s+7 ~- (~5-~¢s-~-Cs -1) )  (~/'+~')/~, 
(2.23) 
then we obtain exactly the transformation equation (2.21). Apparently the substitution of the 
linear terms in the SCT of equation (2.22) effects the rounding of the streamline boundaries at 
those two cornerpoints, imilar to the rounding formula [8]. It appears that a rounding term can 
be quite complicated, as long as it satisfies the conditions as required for the proof. 
We also note that two new singularities have appeared, at s -- ~ and s = -~, where the edges 
of the semidisk are mapped on the full disk. The third factor in equation (2.21) does not have a 
singularity in the s-disk. The corresponding correct branches of the square roots must be used. 
To solve equation (2.21) by convolution umbers, we write the three factors, including the 
constant in any one of them, 
dz 
d--s = g l ( s  - s l )  g3(s - s3)gk(s - s2, s - s4, s). (2.24) 
Convergence disks for the same jet of Figure 2.1a are those shown in Figure 2.9b. The Taylor 
expansions about the centers o in the variable u = s - So for the first two factors are determined 
from the binomial expansion, see [13, Section 2.1]. The third factor is expanded as 
(v~ 2V~ 1 (s 1)) n/~ (v /2U.  a *U2 i ' J /~  + - - = +u.gr )  
_.~/~ 
=U.b  -U .g  k. 
m~Ot 
The computation ofthe exponent function as given in [12] is briefly repeated here. Write g = b 
as differential equation, 
- -#  _*o~- -  1 
g =ab * -b '  
=~-6 '  ] b * g - c * g. (2.25) 
The convolution differential equation (2.25) is solved with pointer convolution umbers. The 
Taylor expansion of equation (2.21) is then, using the short notation g(s)  for g(s (u) ) ,  
g(s)  = U .  g l  * g3 * gk  = U .  g ,  (2.26) 
which is integrated easily. The Frobenius expansion about point so = Sl in the variable u = s -S l  
is determined as 
g(s)  -- u - l - fU"  U • g3 * gk  = u - l -~/~ U " g ,  (2.27) 
where gk is determined as for the Taylor expansions. Equation (2.27) is integrated according 
to [13, Section 2.3]. The Frobenius expansion about point so = s3 in the variable u = s - s3 is 
similarly 
g(s)  = u - l  U • g l  * gk  = u - l  U"  g.  (2.28) 
The Frobenius expansions about so = -~ and so = 7 in the variable u = s + ~ and u = s - ~, 
respectively, are 
g(s)  _u g l  g3  = • , . (2.29) 
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The expansion of the last term poses some difficulty. In general we can expand an expression 
like ( f(u ~) + g(u3)) ~ only in binomial series in the two variables v = u a and w = u s, using 
bi-convolution numbers [12]. However, in this case v 2 = w --- u, and we can get by with two series 
as follows. Expanding about s = -~,  the variable u = s + ~, and 
1) ( (V~ 8V/7 -~zV~s-$ -s+ =( - (u  -1))/~/'r 1 -V / -uu_~_  1)  
(1 + 
Because v = V ~, the last factor can be written as an expansion in v, 
= , (2.30) 
where the elements of b are distributed into every second position of bl .  The exponent function 
is determined as described above, 
y c) ~/~ -*~/~ - • =V.c  =-V .e .  
We now separate the even and uneven powers of v, 
y .e=U.a -  1 -[ -y~ U.-a2 '
so that equation (2.29) becomes 
m 
g(s )=U'g l *g3*a*a l+x/~U'g l *g3*a*a2=-U.gT+v~U*gF  . (2.31) 
Each term is then integrated, 
z = = u .  7 r  +  II +1 u .  7F .  (2.32) 
No logarithmic terms appear. The expansion about s = ~ is carried out in the same fashion. 
To conserve the same length of convolution umbers in the initial and final expressions, the 
convolution umbers b 1, c, e, of the algebra in the variable v are made double length. 
From these solutions of equation (2.21), the flow of the jet was computed; the results are not 
shown separately because they are identical to the previous hown in Figure 2.4, except for the 
convergence boundaries. 
We note now that equation (2.21) has the form as found by Elcrat and Trefethen [10] by a new 
direct transformation that avoids the hodograph. They have solved this equation by numerical 
integration. Our solution method above shows how their equations can also be solved by the 
same method to produce an analytical result. 
CONCLUSIONS. To assess the compromise between accuracy and computational effort, the con- 
traction coefficient obtained by the two methods is listed in Table 2.1 below for different lengths n 
of convolution umbers. 
The true application of the Schwarz-Christoffel Transformation i  the free-streamline problem is 
the mapping of the circle on the free-streamline flow, with the rounding modification. Nevertheless 
the solution in the semidisk is simpler and requires less convergence disks. 
The general method to solve the free-stream jet is based on the fact that the flow can easily be 
found in the semidisk in the ~-plane, and the mapping of the hodograph on the semidisk consists 
of an algebraic equation. Only in the simple cases can the hodograph be mapped more directly 
on a right semidisk as mentioned above. 
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n 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
Table 2.1. 
Semidisk Full Disk 
.7183629 .7171249 
.7176551 .7176526 
.7176443 .7176439 
.7176441 .7176440 
.7176441 .7176440 
2.2. Contract ion Coefficient 
We consider the problem of obtaining the contraction coefficient as analytic function of the 
nozzle angle f~, taking the symmetric jet as simplest example. The contraction coefficient is 
defined as Cr = y3/y4,  where Y3 is the coordinate of the upper free-stream boundary at infinity. 
Instead of ~, or f~/~r, the variable is chosen as 
v = - - 1 (2.33) 
7r 
so as to expand about the center of the practical range. Then the function ~ of equation (2.6) 
is expanded in the two variables ¢ and v, and then integrated in ¢, leaving a series in v. Equa- 
tion (2.6) is simplified in the symmetric ase, 
dz 
d-~ = ~-1(1 + ~)-2(~ + ~)(~ _ ~)(1 + ~)-v(1 - ~)v. (2.34) 
The expansion is implemented practically by using bi-convolution numbers [12]. The Frobenius 
series is expanded about point ¢3 to include the coordinate Y3. To include the point (4, a Taylor 
disk is placed conveniently at the edge with center ~4, which is then matched with the Frobenius 
disk in the middle. The disks are shown in Figure 2.10a. We do not need to cover the remaining 
semidisk. On the other hand, we need at least these two expansions; it does not seem possible to 
include both points in one disk by any conformal transformation which does not bring the other 
singular points closer. 
1"2 
(a) Convergence disks. 
8 C 
:2 :i b 1 i 3 4 
(b) Function Cr(v = ]~/~r - 1). 
Figure 2.10. Contraction coefficient series expansion. 
The transformation f the variable for the Frobenius eries becomes simply u = ~. The first four 
factors gi(u)  are expanded in Taylor series as before. The last two factors gi(u, v) are expanded 
into the two bi-convolution umbers G~ and G 7 by the method described in [13, Section 2.5]. 
Therefore quation (2.34) is written, in the notation of [13, Section 2.5], 
g(u)  = U -1 U__." g2 * g3 * g4 * g5 x U__." G6 * GT" V 
= u -1 _u. a x B_ -Y .  (2.35) 
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The convolution umber a is converted into a bi-convolution umber A, which is the process of 
putting the column a into the first column of _.  Therefore quation (2.35) becomes 
g(u) = u -1U.  A * B . V 
-- u -1 U .D  R .V .  (2.36) 
The integration of equation (2.36) over u produces a logarithmic term, so that according to [13, 
Section 2.6] 
Z ~- / U -1 U. -~F. Vdu = Co F. V -~- log u g_o_o F" W + U" -~F. V, (2.37) 
where g o.o F is the 0 th row of ~_~F. 
To determine the convolution constant COF, we use a convenient reference zero value at u0 = 
---- --0.25, keeping the symmetry of the problem in mind, therefore from equation (2.37) 
F F co = - log u0 g_o0 - u0 • ~F ,  (2.38) 
where u0  = U(u = u0). 
To avoid confusion, we use a different name for the variable in the Taylor expansion about 
¢4=$, 
t = ~ - 7. (2.39) 
Therefore 
g(t) = ($ + t ) -  1 (1 + $ + t ) -  ~ (1 - ~ - t) - 1 (2 ~ -t- t) (--t)(1 + ~ + t) - "  (1 -- ~ -- t)" . 
Actually a slight simplification can be made by factoring ( )v( )v v 
(1 +$ +t ) - ' (1 -$  - t ) "  = 1 + i - -~  1 + -1  +-------~z \ 1---~(] 
= 1 + ~ 1 + -1  +---'---~ cos -~v - ~ sin -~v 
(2.40) 
=T.G6.V  xT 'G7 
The total expansion of equation (2.40) is then 
m 
.Vxe .V .  
g(t) =T .  g l  * g2* ga* g4* g5 x T 'G6*G7"V x e .V  
m 
=T.a  xT .G6*GT.V  X e .V  
= T .A*G6*G~* E 'V  
= T" D T.  V. (2.41) 
The notation g(u) and g(t) used in equations (2.35) and (2.41) does not mean that they are 
the same functions g(), but rather that they have the same function value, g(u) = g(t) for the 
matching values of u and t. 
The partial integration over the variable t produces the new convolution constant and bi- 
convolution umber, 
z=fT 'D  r -Vdt= co T -V+T'T  T -V .  (2.42) 
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The convolution constant co T is determined from the Frobenius expansion at a suitable matching 
point ~m = ~0.5, lying in the overlap of the regions as shown on Figure 2.10a. We determine first 
the convolution constant 
F F - -F  
zm =c0 +logurngo +Urn 'F  , (2.43) 
where Urn = U(u  = urn), and substitute in equation (2.42), from which 
T 
CO ---- Zra -- tm" -~T,  (2.44) 
where again tm = _T(t = tin). 
We are now ready to determine the coordinates Y3 and Y4. At the upper edge, point 4, t = t4, 
T z4= co "V+tA4"~T 'v  (2.45) 
T 
= co .V, (2.46) 
where equation (2.46) follows from the choice of the Taylor disk such that t4 = 0, but by equa- 
tion (2.45) we indicate that it is not a necessity. Letting 
CO T = a.....o.o T -k- "z b_.oo T ,  z4 = x4 -}- "~ Y4, 
then, because v is real, 
y4(v) = b.o.o T " V .  (2.47) 
From equation (2.47) we have the expansion of Y4 in v, and for ease of recognition we define the 
convolution umber 
Y4 = bo T. (2.48) 
We cannot determine the infinite value of z3, but instead let u = ~e as ¢ approaches ¢3 on the 
upper free-streamline. The logarithmic term in equation (2.37) becomes then 
^71" 
log u = log e + z 2" (2.49) 
Alternatively, from the perturbation form of equation (2.15), 
7rw 
logu --* ---~- +~r .  (2.50) 
On the upper streamline w = ¢ + ~ (h/2), therefore 
r~b ^ 7r 
logu = --h-- + z 2 '  (2.51) 
which gives the explicit interpretation of loge = - r¢ /h .  From equations (2.37) and (2.51), it 
follows that 
z3 - - ,  co • V + - + '~ g__~o F . v .  (2.52) 
Comparing with the expression for z3 in equation (2.17), we see that we have done the same 
F convolution algebra t only one higher level. From the symmetry of the problem, we expect g__.o0 
to be real to obtain a finite value for Y3. In fact it turns out that g__oo F consists of only the real 
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element goF0 = --1, and Co F consists only of the the imaginary element ~(cF0) = ~r. Therefore we 
have the scalar value 
7V 
Y3 = ~ (2.53) 
independent of v. 
We are not going to manipulate the determined series any further, and write the final result 
for the contraction coefficient as the fraction 
Cr= ~/2_. (2.54) 
Y__i" V 
The result of the evaluation of equation (2.54) is shown plotted in Figure 2.10b. The five points 
marked by • are the well-known theoretical values 
Cr (/~ = 0, v = -1)  
Cr (Z = v = 0) 
(/~ 3r  ) 
Cr = -~-, v = .5 = 
-- 1, 
1 
= = .746205, 
1 + (2/~) (x/~ - log(v~ + 1)) 
= .611015, 
+ 2 
1 
= .537286, 
1 + (2/~r) (v~/3 + log(v~ + 1)) 
Cr (~3 = 2r, v = 1) = .5, (Borda nozzle). 
These exact values were reproduced by the series with 24 coefficients. 
The method by which the coefficients of y4(v) were found is not a true expansion, i.e., Y i4 is 
not a true convolution umber. Each coefficient depends on the length of the matching series. 
The first ten coefficients are shown in Table 2.2, from which the convergence of the coefficients 
can be assessed. 
Table 2.2. Contraction factor series coefficients. 
n 
10 15 20 25 30 
0 2.571559 
1 0.8339458 
2 -0.2312899 
3 -4.669775E-02 
4 2.082629E-02 
5 2.295853E-03 
6 -8.171449E-04 
7 -3.675001E-05 
8 2.660745E-05 
9 1.173424E-06 
10 -4.677213E-07 
2.570784 
0.8318937 
-0.2337542 
-4.851292E-02 
1.993906E-02 
1.969629E-03 
-8.995506E-04 
-5.429445E-05 
2.440339E-05 
9.067400E-07 
-4.744014E-07 
2.570796 
0.8319287 
-0.2337045 
-4.846867E-02 
1.996635E-02 
1.982333E-03 
-8.950752E-04 
-5.300145E-05 
2.468847E-05 
9.615128E-07 
-4.668467E-07 
2.570796 
0.8319312 
-0.2337005 
-4.846479E-02 
1.996902E-02 
1.983729E-03 
-8.945080E-04 
-5.281225E-05 
2.473917E-05 
9.732638E-07 
-4.646564E-07 
2.570796 
0.8319312 
-0.2337006 
-4.846486E-02 
1.996897E-02 
1.983698E-03 
-8.945222E-04 
-5.281760E-05 
2.473751E-05 
9.728233E-07 
-4.647544E-07 
Some computational considerations may be in order. The approximation of the series can 
also be obtained by curve fitting to some discrete computed values. For the same accuracy 
the computational effort is less. As we have seen, the double series expansion cannot be done 
accurately with only a few terms. Nevertheless, the series expansion is a unique solution, even 
though the center of expansion is arbitrary. Using the limit pointers to prevent unnecessary zero 
multiplication, there are in this example actually only three full bi-convolution multiplications. 
On an IBM compatible PC with 486 processor at 33 MHz, the longest time of multiplication 
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with a length of n = 30 was approximately 35 seconds. The computational effort must then be 
compared to the value of the result. 
It is interesting to see to which values the series converges at negative values of f~, giving 
contraction coefficients > 1, which means that the free-stream is expanding instead of contracting. 
That such a theoretical solution is not impossible is shown in Figure 2.11a, for/~ = - r ,  produced 
by the method in this section. While a diverging free-streamline may be difficult to realize, the 
solution may still represent a flow in confined boundaries designed for constant pressure, which 
has been done for other special problems before. 
{I 
I I  
I{ {{ 
{{ 
{I 
{{ 
{I {{ 
(a) Nozzle angle ~ -- -Tr. 
{t 
'I { { 
(b) Nozzle angle ~ = 3~r. 
Figure 2.11. Extreme flee-stream jet flows. 
In Figure 2.11b, a jet from a nozzle with/~ = 3~r is shown. The free-stream part may be 
interpreted as a specially obtained flow, and proceeding from the end towards the inlet, the inlet 
flow can be interpreted simply as analytic continuation of such a flow. Note that a flow in the 
reverse direction is also a solution of the hydrodynamic equation. 
It is further interesting to see the steep rise towards v = -3 , /3  -- -2m It can in fact be found 
that Cr(v) has a singularity there, by following the expansions for equation (2.6) for the simpler 
symmetric free-stream equations. 
We cannot assume beforehand that a useful range of the expansion emerges because we know 
nothing of the behaviour in the complex v-plane and can only conclude from the result that there 
is no closer singularity, and that is why a useful series for Cr was produced. 
2.3. The  Compound Nozz le  Je t  
The nozzle in this example consists of two deflecting plates at the end of a channel with parallel 
walls, shown in the physical plane, the z-plane, in Figure 2.12a. The shape is generally unsym- 
metric, so that the usual simplification of treating only one-half of the nozzle is not applicable. 
The hodograph in the q-plane is shown in Figure 2.12b. The far end of the channel is mapped 
on point ql and the far end of the jet on point qs, upwards at the angle ~5 by which the free-stream 
jet from the nozzle is deflected ownwards. The hodograph is the shape of a sector, but there is 
a slit, or notch, on which the point ql is situated. But the slit actually extends further than ql 
into the sector to a certain point of maximum velocity q2, which occurs in the unsymmetric case 
on the wall at point z2. The angles of the sector below and above the slit in the hodograph are 
the the turning angles of the flow at z3 and zT, and will be denoted by ~3 and ~7, respectively. 
In this example, there is no simple conformal mapping of the hodograph to a semidisk, but full 
use of the method prepared in the example of Section 2.1 is now made. 
Simplified cases are easily included. If one of the deflecting plates is zero length, ~3 = 0, then 
the sector loses the slit. If in addition the deflection angle f~5 = f~7, such that q5 moves over to qs, 
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(a) Phys ica l  nozzle flow. 
F igure 2.12. Compound nozzle f ree-stream jet. 
qs 
q6 q~ z q2 5 
qJ 
q4 
(b) Hodograph flow. 
we obtain the two-dimensional miter bend flow that was treated by Ambrose [14] (see also [3]), 
and later by Mankbadi and Zaki [15], who apparently used numerical integration. 
The auxiliary mapping flow in the q-plane is as in Section 2.1 
m 
h = ~ log q + h0, (2.55) 
shown in Figure 2.13a, where f~ = f~3 + f~7, and h0 is a constant o be adjusted later. But the 
total flow is considered to consist of one part m3 coming from a source at q3 just below the slit, 
filling the lower sector, and another part m7 coming from a source at q7 just above the slit, filling 
the upper sector, therefore 
m m 
m3 = 7 3, m7 = (2.56) 
The same mapping flow is now placed in the ~-plane such that the hodograph is mapped on the 
left semidisk in the ~-plane. As mentioned in Section 2.1, there is some ambiguity in the mapping 
on the semidisk, and we choose the point ¢1 arbitrarily in the middle of the arc of the semidisk, 
~1 = -1. (2.57) 
The mapping flow is obtained easily by placing sources on the boundary at yet unknown po- 
sitions ~3 and ~,  and equal strength sinks at ~3r and ~Tr on the opposite side, as shown in 
Figure 2.13b. The stagnation point of the mapping flow that appears at ~2 is the mapping of the 
hodograph point q2 at the end of the slit. The mapping flow in the (-plane is clearly 
_ _  - -  7 /~7 /}2  7 h = m3 log(¢ - ~3) - m3 log(¢ - ¢3r) + - -  log(~ - ¢7) - log(( - ¢7r). (2.58) 
"ff "ff 7r 7r 
q z ~  q~ 
q4 
(a) Hodograph mapp ing  flow. 
5~.5 ,  
5 ~ h r  
5 ~ 5r 
5 ~ 5, 
r, 
(b) ~-plane mapp ing  flow. 
F igure 2.13. Compound nozzle f ree-stream jet. 
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2.3.1. The parameter problem 
All the angles of the nozzle appear explicitly in the hodograph. The channel width is repre- 
sented by the distance 1/ql. We choose the hodograph radius unity, therefore all nozzle dimen- 
sions are relative to the free-stream width. There are then three parameters left, the offset of the 
upper corner Y7 - Y3, and the two lengths of the deflecting plates. These three parameters are 
satisfied by choosing the hodograph distances ql and q2, and the angle ~5, which determines the 
position qs. It is therefore ssential that the distinction between the position of the source on 
the slit, ql in this case, and the end of the slit, q2 in this case, is made. It is a common mistake 
to place the source at the end of the slit at q2 and then to violate the parameter conditions. In 
the C-plane, these three degrees of freedom are the choice of the positions of ¢1 ~ ¢2, and the 
point ~5. 
2.3.2. Solut ion 
From equations (2.55) and (2.58) follows the mapping 
q = c (¢  - - - - (2.59) 
^ ^ 
C ~ e ~ ~°~/m,  
where the stream-function value ¢0 is determined from the matching of stream-function values 
in equations (2.55) and (2.58) on the corresponding boundaries in the q-plane and the C-plane. 
Equation (2.59) is the algebraic solution that has in the past been obtained by using the Schwarz- 
Christoffel transformation. 
The real flow in the semidisk in the C-plane is the same as in Section 2.1, so that equation (2.4) 
becomes with the points of the compound nozzle 
h h h h 
w = - log(¢ + 1) + - log(¢ - 1) - - log(¢ - ¢5) - - log(¢¢5 + 1). (2.60) 
71" 7/" 7[" 7r 
The flow inside the semidisk is shown in Figure 2.14a with all the special points, except for ¢5i = 
-1/¢5 which falls outside the figure. The mapping of the C-plane on the z-plane is determined 
by the fundamental differential equation (2.5), which becomes for the compound nozzle, by 
substituting from equation (2.59) and (2.60), 
dz ,, 
d-~ = c(¢ + 1)-1(¢ - ¢5)-1(¢ - ¢3)-n~/~(¢ - ¢7)-~/~(¢ - ¢3r)Zs/Ir (¢ - ¢7r) ~,/Ir 
(¢2 + 1) (1 -- ¢2) 
x (¢ _ 1)(¢¢5 -I- 1)" (2.61) 
The solution of the Schwarz-Christoffel type equation (2.61) by expansions proceeds as before 
with the convergence disks shown in Figure 2.14b, for the present parameter values. The pa- 
rameter values in the example are ~ = 158 °, ~3 = 63.2 °, D7 = 94.8 °, D5 = 26 °, ql = .4329501, 
q2 -- .4760707. As in Section 2.1, the reference zero point is marked by a o, singular points 
and matching points by a *. Again, the edge points ¢4 and ¢6 are not singular points. But we 
also note that ¢2 and its mirror image ¢2r are not singular points, they do not appear in the 
transformation equation (2.61) at all. From the mapping around ¢2 and z2, it can be seen that 
this is a regular point. It appears only as a singular point in the q-plane, and the important part 
is to realize that ql and q2 are two different points, a feature which disappears in the symmetric 
case .  
There are four Frobenius disks corresponding to the first four factors in equation (2.61) which 
contain the singularities in the semidisk. Two Taylor disks cover the remaining regions. The 
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(a) Real flow in C-plane. (b) Convergence disks. 
Figure 2.14. Compound nozzle free-stream jet. 
solution follows the same steps as in Section 2.1 for the appropriate factors. The special well- 
determined forms around ~1 and around ¢5 have the same form as equation (2.14). Near point 1, 
equation (2.60) is written in the form corresponding to equation (2.15), 
7rw 
logu = h log(¢ - 1) + log(~ - ~5) + log(~¢5 + 1). (2.62) 
Near point 5, the form becomes 
--Trw 
logu = T + log(~ + 1) + log(¢ - 1) - log(¢~5 + 1). (2.63) 
These expressions for logu are then substituted in equation (2.14), valid in Frobenius disks F1 
and F2, respectively. The mapping of these convergence r gions is shown by the thick dotted 
lines in Figure 2.12a. 
The convergence disks for the expansions of equation (2.61) are shown in Figure 2.14b for this 
particular configuration. 
2.4. Ehrich's Jet 
In this section, we treat an example of a free-streamline case with an unsolvable parameter 
problem. We will call it Ehrich's jet here because it is similar to the flapper valve and orifice-plate 
valve configurations studied by Ehrich [2]; see also [3]. While the previously studied configurations 
are symmetric, we consider here the generally unsymmetric case. 
The physical flow in the z-plane is shown in Figure 2.15a. The fluid flows into an inverted 
nozzle from both sides along a flat base. The nozzle is formed by two semi-infinite flat plates, 
inclined at an angle/~1 on the right, measured from the right, and inclined at an angle ~5 on 
the left, measured from the left. The angles in the figure are/~1 = 60 °, 135 = 90 °. There is a 
stagnation point on the bottom plane at z3, which in the symmetric ase is usually assumed on 
the center line between the two nozzle plates, and there are two points of maximum velocity ql 
at z2 and q4 at z4. We may consider the bottom plane consisting of two parts joined at z3 at an 
angle of ~3 = m 
In Ehrich's flapper valve ~1 = ~ = 90 °. This case was also used by Lowe and Christie [16] to 
approximate the axially symmetric separated flow into a cooling tower. In Ehrich's orifice-plate 
valve/31 =/~2 = 0 °- The solutions of these cases were obtained from the simplified problem by 
considering only one-half of the symmetric flow. Because of the right angles involved, they were 
able to arrive at a solution in terms of elliptic integrals. 
The hodograph is shown in Figure 2.15b. The flow along the bottom plane results in the 
horizontal slit according to the maximum velocities q2 and qa. From a source at ql above the 
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(a) Real flow in z-plane. 
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(b) Hodograph. 
Figure 2.15. Ehrich's nozzle free-stream jet. 
~ q5 
q4 
slit, an amount of fluid hi, and from a source at qs, also above the slit, an amount of fluid hs 
flows into the sink at qT, which captures the total free-stream fluid h7 = hi + hs. The ratio of 
the strength of the sources is such that the stagnation point below the slit coincides with qs -- 0. 
To map the hodograph on a left semidisk in the (-plane, the auxiliary mapping flow is shown 
in Figure 2.16a. A source at the origin is imagined to consist of one part at qx above the slit 
producing an amount of fluid ml, one part at qs above the slit producing an amount of fluid ms, 
and one part at q3 below the slit producing an amount of fluid m3. Let m = ml + m3 + ms, then 
the mapping potential in the q-plane is 
m 
h = -~ logq. (2.64) 
But the part emanating in each sector is proportional to its sector angle, f~x,/3s, and ~z -- 180 °, 
respectively. Let ~ = f~l + f~3 +/3s, then 
m 
ml = -~1,  
q6 
qs 
qt 
q7 
q~ q4 
m m 
m3 = ~ ~3, ms = ~ ~s. (2.65) 
q5 
5 5 ~'8 l-lr 
5 
(a) Mapping flow in q-plane. (b) Mapping flow in (-plane. 
Figure 2.16. Ehrich's nozzle free-stream jet. 
The same sources axe placed on the left boundary of the semidisk in the (-plane at (1, (a, (5, 
and equal sinks on the opposite right circular arc at (lr, (at, (st to produce the flow shown in 
Figure 2.16b. The mapping flow potential in the (-plane is therefore 
h = ml~ log(( - ¢1) + ~ log(~ - ~3) + -~ log(¢ - cs) 
log(( Cs~). (2.66) i 7f  7 r  7r  
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The mapping flow of equation (2.66) has two stagnation points ~-~ = 0 on the left boundary at ~2 
and ~4. These map on the ends of the slit in the q-plane at q2 and q4. 
From equations (2.64) and (2.66), the mapping is found in algebraic form 
q : c (¢ - ¢ l ) f l l /w(¢  - ¢ l r ) - f l l / I r (¢  - ¢3) f la / l r (¢  - ¢3r ) -~3/ r (¢  - ¢5)fl~/~r (¢ - ¢5,,) -~5/~r ,  (2.67) 
c = e -h°~/m. 
It is now obvious how the equations (2.64) and (2.66) can be extended to map any number 
of slits, in any direction, of any depth, in the split sector of the q-plane on the semidisk in the 
C-plane to obtain the mapping equation in the algebraic form of equation (2.67). Because the 
mapping is not unique, one point on the semidisk boundary is arbitrary. In this example, the 
point ¢3 has been chosen at an angle of 10 ° below the middle of the arc. 
The real flow inside the semidisk in the C-plane consists of the two sources at ¢1 and ¢4, and 
the sink at ¢7, which are the mapped positions of ql, q4, and q7, respectively. To satisfy the 
circular and diametrical streamline, equal sources are placed at the mirror images ¢1,,, ¢5r, and 
the reflected point ¢7i = -1/¢7. The flow potential is then 
w = h i  log(¢ - Cz) + h5 log(¢ - ¢5) - h7 log(¢ - ¢7) 
+h i  log(¢ - Czr) + h5 log(¢ - ¢5r) - h7 log(¢¢7 + 1), (2.68) 
~" 7~ 7r 
where h7 = hi + hs. The source strengths hz and h5 must have such a ratio that the stagnation 
point on the boundary coincides with ~3. This flow is shown in Figure 2.17a. 
r2 
r3 r3, 
$ 
(a) Real flow in C-plane. (b) Convergence disks. 
F igure 2.17. Ehr ich 's  nozzle f ree-stream jet. 
The fundamental differential equation (2.5) becomes, using equations (2.67) and (2.68), 
dz 
= - _ _ ¢ 7 ) - 1 ( ¢  - _ 
x (~'¢7 -t- 1 ) -1 (¢  - ¢6) (¢  - ¢s ) (¢  - ¢3,-) 2. (2 .69)  
The factor (¢ - ¢3) falls away because of the straight bottom, ~3 = ~r. 
The three points Cz, ¢5, and ¢7 must be determined to satisfy the parameters of the problem. 
The solution of the differential equation (2.69) consists of three Frobenius and two Taylor 
expansions in the convergence disks as shown in Figure 2.17b, for this case. The singular points 
for the Frobenius expansions are ¢1, ¢5, and ¢7, on the boundary. There are additionally the 
singular points ¢1,,, ¢5,,, and ¢7~, the latter one not shown because it is out of the range of the 
figure. In this example, it is too far to have any effect on any radius of convergence. The centers 
of the Taylor disks are chosen to cover the remaining open regions of the semidisk. 
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(a) Real flow in z-plane. 
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Figure 2.18. Overlapping planes in Ehrich's nozzle free-stream jet. 
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(a) Real flow in z-plane. (b) Hodograph. 
Figure 2.19. One-sided channel flow in Ehrich's nozzle free-stream jet. 
Only the first three factors of equation (2.69) contain the singularities, which is therefore 
written formally as 
dz 
d"-~ =gl(~)g2(~)g3(~)g4(~), (2.70) 
where the factor c is included in g4((). Writing (i for the centers of the disks, the expansions in 
the variable u = ( - (i are, in convolution umber notation, 
m 
g(u) = u -1-~11'~ U_. g2 * g3 * g4 - u-1-~11~ U.  g, in Fs, (2.71) 
g(u)  = U -1-'35/~ U_" g l  * g3 * g4 ~- u--l--'Os/lr U" g, in F2, (2.72) 
g(U) = U -1 U .  g l  * g2 * g4 ---~ u -1  U .  g, in F3, (2.73) 
g(u)=U__ 'g t*g2*gz*g  a -U__'g, in T1 and T~. (2.74) 
The integration of the Taylor series in equation (2.74) becomes, according to [12], 
z f(u) = U .  ~I  = =___U. f .  (2.75) 
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(a) Symmetric flow. (b) Unsymmetric flow. 
Figure 2.20. Channel flow in Ehrich's nozzle free-stream jet. 
i l  i l i  I I I  
The integration of the Frobenius eries of equation (2.73) becomes, according to [13, Section 2.3], 
z = f(u)  : ZFO +g01ogu+U" f F "  (2.76) 
The form that the integrals of the Frobenius eries of equations (2.71) and (2.72) assume depend 
on the angles/31 and/35, and are therefore generally according to [13, Section 2.3], 
z = f(u)  = zFO + hl(logu) + u -~'/~ U" '-rE, (2.77) 
where/3i = 131 and/3i =/35, respectively. In the example of Figure 2.15a, there are no logarithmic 
terms in equation (2.77). 
The function w(¢) is single valued within the semidisk, but the function w(z) may have over- 
lapping regions, as in the upper plane of Figure 2.18a. The hodograph in the q-plane will then 
also have overlapping regions, shown in Figure 2.18b. 
If the angle/31 = 0, the single logarithmic term appears in equation (2.77), in disk F1. The 
flow is then such as shown in Figure 2.19a. In that case, one of the slits in the q-plane disappears, 
as shown in Figure 2.19b. If both angles/31 =/35 = 0, the single logarithmic term appears in 
equation (2.77) in both disks F1 and F2. The flow is then such as shown in Figure 2.20a, which 
is Ehrich's orifice-plate valve configuration. In that case both slits in the q-plane disappear. 
For the region in the far end of the free-stream jet, around point ~7, equation (2.68) is put into 
the form 
-Trw hi log(~ - ~1) + h5 log(~ - ~5) 
logu= h7 +~7 
hi ~_~ h7 
+h-~7 log(~ - ~lr) + log(~ - ~5r) - ~7 log(~¢7 + 1), (2.78) 
Substitution of equation (2.68) in equation (2.76) gives the well-determined where u -- ~ - ¢7- 
form 
( - l rw  log(~ - ¢5) hi h5 z = zF0 + go ~ + ~ log(~ - ~1) + h7 
hi h5 log(¢ - ¢5r) - h7 ) -- (2.79) +~ log(~ - ¢1r) + ~ ~ log(¢¢7 + 1) + u . /F .  
For the purpose of obtaining ~ for the evaluation of equation (2.79), equation (2.78) is solved 
iteratively for the variable logu, then the small number u is computed as u = e l°gu, also during 
the iteration. The same method applies to the term hl(logu) in equation (2.77) if it appears, 
which then replaces the particular term u-~d"ur'fFn in the expansion u-t3'/~ U.--fF which 
would become ill-determined; see [13, Section 2.3]. 
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For the region Zl, if f~l is not near an integer multiple of ~r, we write equation (2.68) in the 
form 
U : e ~w/h '  (~ -- ~5) -hS/hx (~ -- ~7) hT/hl (~ -- ~ir ) - l (~  -- ~5r) -hs /h l  (~7 -~- I) hT/h' 
- (2 .80)  
where u = ¢ - ¢1, and substitute in equation (2.77), which has then no logarithmic terms, to 
obtain the well-determined form in the far region of zl 
Z ----- ZFO -~- e-Zlwlh'r-#llr(~) U. 7F" (2.81) 
Equation (2.80) is solved iteratively for the small value u. The term z = e -#lw/hl corresponds to 
the source flow of the wedge, while the factor U.  7F  is a perturbation factor which --* constant .fRO 
as z ~ ¢x). Similarly, the well-determined form for the far region of zs is obtained, 
Z = ZFO -[- e-#sw/hsr-#~/~r(¢) U"  7F  (2.82) 
with the corresponding constant zFO and Frobenius convolution umber 7F '  
THE PARAMETER PROBLEM. The two angles ~1 and ~s enter the transformation equations 
explicitly. There are then two parameters left to describe the geometry of the nozzle. These can 
be taken as the two coordinates of the edge zs, measured from the edge zl, and relative to the 
height Yl. But there are three free parameters in the transformations. These are, in the q-plane, 
q2, q4, and qT, or, in the (-plane, ~1, ~5, and ~7, remembering that one point on the semidisk 
is arbitrary. It appears therefore that the potential flow in Ehrich's nozzle is not unique. This 
feature has escaped previous investigators because they have used the simplification that the 
symmetric geometry has offered, thereby suppressing any unsymmetric flow. The same type of 
omission will be made if the three-dimensional flow in an axially symmetric nozzle is treated by 
axisymmetric flow. 
An unsymmetric flow of the orifice-plate valve is shown in Figure 2.20b, with the same geometry, 
but varied flow parameters. The unsymmetric flow can occur with any other geometry as well, 
as shown in the examples of Figure 2.21. Figure 2.21a shows a symmetric nozzle and flow, 
and Figure 2.21b shows the same symmetric nozzle with unsymmetric flow. In each case, the 
contraction coefficient also varies considerably, from .4800 to .4427 in Figure 2.20, and from .4395 
to .4317 in Figure 2.21. 
7. 7 
~.,# 7-~ 7-2 
(a) Symmetric flow. 
Z7 
7-4 7-3 7-2 
(b) Unsymmetric flow. 
Figure 2.21. Flow in symmetric Ehrich's nozzle. 
We conclude that the potential flow in Ehrich's nozzle is not stable. In the strict sense of 
stability, neutrally stable but not asymptotically stable. Whether the neutrally stable flow is 
actually stable can only be found from a complete dynamic unsteady flow analysis, as is known 
from dynamics of stability, apart from physical experiment. 
To make the steady flow unique, another physically imposed condition is required, like a Kutta 
condition for the circulation around airfoils. Such a condition is provided in Ehrich's needle valve, 
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where the angle f~3 < 7r is an acute angle. In the case of a fiat bottom, ~3 = ~r, a thin plate 
protruding a little distance into the stagnation streamline may be positioned to fix the stagnation 
point, and thereby regulate the ratio of the flow on the left to the amount of flow on the right. 
The missing parameter to fix a free-streamline flow uniquely has been noted before in the case 
of two impinging jets by Birkhoff and Zarantello [9]. They could not explain it and expressed 
the opinion that some mathematical dependence may have escaped their attention. The same 
problem was noted by Milne-Thomson [17], but explained more practically as a nonunique steady 
state case that may depend on some initial starting condition, and perhaps not stable. 
If the flow becomes extremely unsymmetric, this problem is similar to the channel jet which is 
described in the next section. 
2.5. The  Channe l  Je t  
The flow in a channel with a free-stream jet through an outlet opening at the top is shown 
in Figure 2.22a. The uniform velocity at the far right is vl and at the far left is Vs. Because of 
the particular geometry, a formula for the jet angle 7 has been known for a long time [18], see 
also [3], from momentum considerations 
vl + v5 
s inT= 2v----~ (2.83) 
Here ~f is the asymptotic angle of the free-stream, measured as the deviation from the vertical 
to the left. An analysis leading to the contraction coefficient was made later, for velocity ratios 
from vl/v5 from 0 to 1; see [19]. 
Z3 ZSZ6~~ Z8 Zl 
4 ~ 
V3 Vl 
(a) Parallel channel walls. 
Z3 
v 
Z2 
(b) Ehrich's nozzle. 
Figure 2.22. One-directional channel flow with free-stream jet. 
The significance of the formula of equation (2.78) is that it implies that the velocities are chosen, 
which means that they can be physically regulated. The formula is equally true for negative flow 
v5 < 0, which is the case in Figures 2.20a and 2.20b. But while it is physically easy to regulate 
a flow downstream, it is not possible to do so upstream without changing Bernoulli's constant. 
It seems then that the connection between the flows of v5 > 0 and v5 < 0 has not been 
made earlier, and that the same degrees of freedom apply to the general nozzle configurations of
Ehrich's jet. Although physical consideration of viscosity and boundary layers may have some 
influence on the stability of the flow, it can to a certain extent be physically regulated by a Kutta 
condition implementing device--best known from airfoil theory. 
An analysis of a similar symmetric nozzle configuration as in Figure 2.21 has been made with 
the unsymmetric type of channel flow, the results of which are shown in Figure 2.22b. Compared 
to Figure 2.21, the dividing streamline has the stagnation point on the left plate at Zs, just 
above the edge at z6. There is only one point of maximum velocity on the bottom plate at z2. 
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(a) Hodograph for Figure 2.22b. (b) Flow in ~-plane for Figure 2.22b. 
Figure 2.23. One-directional flow in Ehrich's nozzle with free-stream jet. 
.5, 
The analysis follows the same steps as for Ehrich's nozzle, except hat the angles are associated 
with different points. The hodograph is shown in Figure 2.23a. The slits are now in a different 
direction, but so is the physical flow, which is directed from a source at ql to one sink at q3 and 
another sink at q7- The mapped flow in the semidisk in the C-plane is shown in Figure 2.23b, 
from which it can be seen that the flow potential is 
hi h3 ~_7 
w = - -  log(¢ - ¢1) - - -  log(¢ - ¢3) - log(¢ - ¢7) 
"/r 71- 
= +hit log(¢ - ¢lr) - -  h3r log(¢ - ¢3r) - -~ log(¢¢7 + 1). (2.84) 
The mapping of equation (2.67) still applies, even though the slits in the hodograph are in 
different directions, and therefore the transformation equation becomes 
dz ,, 
d---~ = c (¢ - ¢1)-1-~1/lr(¢ -- ¢3)-l-f~z/~r (¢ -- ¢7) -1 (¢ -- ¢lr)-l+~l/lr(¢ -- ¢3r)-1+~3/~ 
X(¢¢7 + 1)-1(¢ -- ¢6)(¢ -- ¢S)(¢ -- ¢5r) 2, (2.85) 
which is the same as equation (2.69) but with the.,roles of points 3 and 5 interchanged. The 
solution proceeds therefore along the same lines as before. For the particular case shown, six 
convergence disks (not shown) were required to cover the whole semidisk. 
3. THE BUTTERFLY  VALVE 
In the general case of the free-stream jet, one cannot always expect a method to find the 
algebraic form of the hodograph variable as a function in the C-plane, q(¢), as in the previous 
examples of Section 2. Such a more general case is a plate in a channel dividing the stream up 
into two jets, shown in Figure 3.1a, with its hodograph in Figure 3.1b. The two separate jets 
cause the notch, or slit, 2-1-7 on the outer perimeter of the arc in the q-plane, the point 7 will be 
explained later. The general unsymmetric position of this slit, although in the direction through 
the center of the arc, makes the Blasius-Prandtl method or any elementary transformation to 
a circle unobtainable. To avoid this complication, the butterfly valve was first approximated 
crudely by Ehrich [20] by two nozzles, which is probably a good engineering solution, while he 
considered the analytical solution '%o0 complicated"--which must be understood in the context 
of that time. 
As mentioned in Section 2, the SCT is applicable here due to the fact that the hodograph is 
mapped on rectilinear segments as a rectangle in the logarithmic hodograph, the/-plane. The 
analytic difficulty is that by using the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation on the hodograph, 
elliptic integrals occur already in the fundamental differential equation, equation (1.5) or (2.5). 
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(a) Free-streamline g ometry. 
Figure 3.1. Butterfly valve. 
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(b) Hodograph boundary. 
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Sarpkaya in a pioneering paper [11] solved the flow in the/-plane in terms of elliptic integrals, 
see also [3]. But once these were substituted into the fundamental equation (1.5), the analytical 
expression was so complicated that "the rest of the integration could only be performed by 
numerical methods", with a numerical scheme that was claimed to be specially tailored for elliptic 
integral type integrations. The boundary was mapped on the t-axis, and for each interval between 
singular points a different analytical form was obtained. Such a separation was due to the 
customary perception at the time to obtain real forms, while we now realize that the complex 
forms are much simpler and can be computed with complex algebra easily. To our knowledge, 
no other plane free-streamline analytic analysis of the butterfly valve has been reported since in 
the available English literature. 
Before the theory is developed, a remark about the practical use of the butterfly valve may be 
in order here. This valve is about the worst regulating device in a pipeline, from the author's 
own experience in industry, and many experimental nd theoretical publications dealing with the 
downstream unsteady vortex flow. First, the contraction is very sensitive to angular position 
near the closed position, and then very insensitive further on, when it causes pulsating turbulent 
flow in the wake. The velocity in actual developed pipe flow is not uniform, and at small opening 
gaps the flow is very much influenced by this deviation of potential flow. 
Second, at the near open position an unstable flow occurs as the separated flow suddenly jumps 
to an airfoil behaviour with almost no separation. This jump occurs at different angular posi- 
tions during opening and closing, and at some intermediate positions can even jump randomly. 
Furthermore, the initiation of this jump depends on the sharpness of the stream-up edge. Mea- 
surements by Keller and Salzmann [21] and Bleuler [22] show a distinct inflection of the curve of 
flow coefficient as function of opening angle near the open position, which reflects this deviation 
of the theoretical free-streamline flow. 
The butterfly valve is a useful device for open and shut operations. If during the opening or 
shutting a quasi-steady flow is assumed, then theoretical calculations may give a good approx- 
imation to the rate of throttling, and provide a good estimate of the forces and moments. For 
large valves this becomes important, and has been the object of extensive tests as far back as 
1936 [21]. 
All free-streamline theory applied to gas flow is only an approximation of the actual flow which 
mixes after the contraction, and the theoretical asymptotic free-streamline thickness is then used 
as an approximation of the practical vena contracta.  Nevertheless, good agreement between 
free-streamline theory and actual contraction coefficients have been found over a large range of 
parameters. Better agreement, over a larger range of position angles, can be expected when the 
fluid is liquid which is not filling the downstream duct, and which is led to the butterfly valve by 
only a short canal of parallel walls. 
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By way of introduction, we will present he analysis of the flow over the plate in a channel in 
Figure 3.1a by the standard method of solving the equations in the unit disk in the s-plane with 
convolution umber algebra. Later we will adapt the method to the semidisk in the (-plane to 
cope better with the extreme geometry of the butterfly valve. 
But more important is the discussion of the correctly posed hodograph first. 
3.1. The  Parameter  P rob lem 
It is often the case that the intricacies of a problem are better understood if the way of discovery 
is followed rather than be given the final elegant solution. We have obtained the solution of this 
problem in several iteration stages, which we will present, while a better final method would be 
to combine the different stages into one more computational effective algorithm. 
It is easily established how the boundary of the physical flow in Figure 3.1a creates the shape 
of the hodograph of Figure 3.1b. The shape of the rectangular pieces in the/-plane follow then 
directly, shown in Figure 3.2a, where the strip has a total width of ~r. The unit circle on which 
this strip is to be mapped is shown in Figure 3.2b. Let us fix the three arbitrary points 3, 4, and 5 
on the s-circle as shown, then there are the three points 2, 6, and 7 left as unknown parameters 
to satisfy the given shape of the/-plane, which is the distance 5-6, the depth 6-7 of the slit, and 
the distance 2-6 which must be zero. This is therefore a well-posed SCT problem. 
1 
7 i 
3 $3 
6 ~ s7 
s~ 
(b) s-plane mapping circle. 
® 
5 
(a) Logarithmic hodograph,/-plane. 
Figure 3.2. Hodograph mapping. 
But consider now the parameters of the physical plane. Relative to a unit width of the channel, 
the following independent parameters describe the geometry of the problem. First, the angle a, 
which transmits directly on the hodograph and transforms to the length of the vertical ine 5-6 in 
the/-plane. Second, the length 3-5 of the deflection plate, and third, the centering of this plate, 
i.e., the ratio of the gap hu to the gap hi. Apparently the three parameters of the geometry can 
be satisfied by the three parameters of the SCT. But on closer inspection we find that geometrical 
and dynamic conditions have been confused by such an argument. The fact that the distance 
2-6 is zero is a dynamic condition of the hodograph, representing the condition that the free- 
stream velocities at 2 and 6 in the physical plane are the same. If we add this as a condition 
of the physical flow, then there are four parameters, and they cannot be satisfied by the three 
independent points of the SCT of the mapping of the strip in the /-plane on the circle in the 
s-plane. To sum up, the four independent parameters of the physical problem are: the plate 
angle a, the length l of the plate, one of the distances hi or h~ (or the condition hu -- ht), and 
the relation of q6 to q2, e.g., q6 = q2. To identify the additional parameter in the hodograph, we 
recall the hodograph of Figure 2.12b, where the uniform flow of the channel is mapped on the 
point ql, which is not the end of the slit at point q2. The difference, as explained in Section 2.3, is 
due to a point of extreme velocity on the wall of the channel. In fact, the whole complicated slit 
of Ehrich's jet in Section 2.4 is based on such minimum velocity points on the wall. Therefore we 
can expect a point of minimum velocity on either wall of the channel in the flow of this section, 
which from consideration of the streamlines of a centered skew deflection plate as in Figure 3.1a, 
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will lie on the top wall, and this is the point 7 shown in Figure 3.1a, mapping on the points 7 in 
the hodograph and the/-plane. 
It is therefore still correct hat the three free parameters in the SCT have to satisfy the three 
conditions of the strip in the/-plane. But the hodograph contains four parameters, which are: the 
angle ~, the distance zero between points 2 and 6, the depth of the slit at point 7, and the position 
of the point 1 on this slit (shown diagramatically in Figure 3.1b and 3.2a, not in true scale). This 
point 1 does not enter the SCT at all, but it does enter the equation of the mapped physical flow 
w(q), w(l), or w(s), and this flow is part of the fundamental equation (1.5). The physical flow is 
easily found in the unit disk recognizing the sink at point 1, the sources at points 2 and 6, and the 
stagnation point at 4, and is shown with the actual parameters for the geometry of Figure 3.1a, 
in the s-plane in Figure 3.3a, and mapped on the q-plane in Figure 3.3b. The point 1 lies very 
close to point 7, but its influence can be seen from the behaviour of the streamlines at the edge 
at point 7. The small distance between points 1 and 7 cannot be neglected; after all, the mapped 
distahce in the z-plane is infinitely large. While the hodograph is unique, the singularities on the 
circle can be shifted by a bilinear transformation with two degrees of freedom. 
! 
~S6 
(a) Flow in the s-plane, w(s). 
q7 ql 
q6 
q5 
(b) Flow in the q-plane, w(q). 
Figure 3.3. Mapped flow. 
Sarpkaya [11] has missed this point 7, by assuming it identical with point 1, and it does not 
appear either in his subsequent papers [23,24], or in texts that have copied his results [3]. 
In his precomputer ra hand calculations, Sarpkaya noted that the position of the stagnation 
point as calculated from the two side intervals did not yield the same stagnation point for all 
values of the three parameters. Thus, he used the uniqueness of the stagnation point as the 
criterion to discriminate the proper values of the parameters. This is why our values (in this 
paper) agreed with his [11] practically for all values of a, except for his Cc2 for a smaller than 
about 40 degrees. The reason that this should be so is rather obvious ince, as noted by Sarpkaya 
(see [11, p. 241]), "The dimensionless parameter A becomes practically zero for a equal to about 
20 degrees." In other words, one can no longer reliably calculate the stagnation point from either 
end of the intervals, particularly when one considers the fact that the k value for the elliptic 
integrals varies between extremely small intervals in the said a range. Having said this, one 
should note that a plot of Sarpkaya's equation (5), i.e., Vo/Vj versus the rest of the equation 
for both his and our values, show remarkable similarity, differing only for a values less than 20 
degrees, for the reasons noted above. From a fluid dynamics point of view the need to render 
the stagnation point unique is related to equation (5). Otherwise, the differential pressures for 
the upper and lower parts of the flow would have been different, which cannot be. All told, 
Sarpkaya's analysis olved the problem (without he benefit of a computer) about 40 years ago, 
with correct number of parameters and unique flow conditions. Even though the use of point 7 is 
mathematically precise, the rendering of the stagnation point does yield nearly identical results 
where the stagnation point can be calculated accurately enough by hand calculations. 1 
1Personal communication from T. Sarpkaya. 
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To present he solution of this apparently more complicated free-streamline problem by con- 
volution algebra, we will cover this section in more quantitative detail than the previous ones. 
The parameter problem is divided into the following three stages, for a given geometry of the 
deflection plate. The angle a is an explicit property of the hodograph, therefore not a parameter 
of the iteration. To begin, a preliminary point q7 is assumed. The shape of the strip in the 
/-plane is then fixed. The first stage of iteration is the ordinary SCT parameter problem to vary 
the three points s6, sT, and s~ on the unit circle to map on the preliminary required/-plane strip. 
In the next iteration step, the point sl on the circle is varied to satisfy the condition of h~ = hi 
of the solution of the flow in the physical plane, the z-plane. This is the iteration of a single real 
variable and is done along a fitted curve of iterated values, improving the convergence rapidly. 
In the third iteration step, the whole procedure is repeated with varied point q7 until the correct 
length 3-5 in the z-plane is obtained. Again this is the iteration of a single real variable and is 
speeded up by a fitted curve. 
By this iteration method the correct interpretation of the parameters was verified. Dividing 
the iteration up in three stages also proved useful to overcome some particular problems of the 
transformations. 
3.2. Solut ion in the s-P lane Disk 
The transformation f the hodograph to the strip in the/-plane mentioned in Section 1, which 
was avoided in that section due to the available algebraic solution, is repeated here: 
l = logq, (3.1) 
which transforms the hodograph of Figure 3.1b on the strip in Figure 3.2a. 
The transformation f the polygon in the/-plane to a circle in the s-plane is given by the S-C 
formula, which for the geometry of the strip in Figure 3.2a assumes the form 
dl s - s7 1 
(3.2) 
ds s - s4 x/(s - s2)(s - s3)(s - ss)(s - s6) 
of which the solution in terms of standard elliptic integrals, due to the right angles, is given 
in [25]. The symmetrical notched hodograph was transformed to a half infinite plane by a few 
elementary mappings by Roshko [26], and the flow around a vertical flat plate was solved by 
Birkhoff and Zarantello [9]. But for the unsymmetric notched hodograph in Figure 3.1b, no 
elementary transformation to the half-plane or unit disk is known. 
In our treatment the elliptic integrals are solved by series, and therefore we consider the series 
expansion of equation (3.2). The right angles cause no simplification of the series expansions, 
but it will be seen that they eventually do simplify the final solution considerably. 
It can be seen from equation (3.2) that there is no singularity at point 7, due to the turning 
angle of -75 and therefore five singular points appear in equation (3.2). We need five Frobenius 
series in the s-plane to cover these five singularities. During the first iteration step where the 
positions of points 6, 7, and 4 are determined, only the boundary is required, and any boundary 
gaps left by the Frobenius disks are filled with Taylor and Laurent disks. 
We will only briefly discuss the method of solution in the s-plane, and consider equation (3.2) 
in a Taylor disk around a center at so. With the transformation u -- s - so, equation (3.2) 
becomes, with Taylor series expansion of the factors, 
which is integrated to 
~s(U) d/ =U.gl.g2....gT=U.g=_U.-[', (3.3) 
• - U .T .  (3 .4 )  
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Figure 3.4. Flow diagram for: v = e -  l. 
After the expansions in all other disks are also integrated, the zero element of-[, lo = l (u  = 0), 
is determined from the matching of all disks. Another constant term and a constant factor are 
determined to obtain the correctly orientated and located strip of width 7r. We will call this 
procedure/-scaling, and assume the numbers in equations (3.3) and (3.4) above are/-scaled. 
With the solution of equation (3.4), the hodograph variable q(s)  = e ~(8) from the reverse of 
equation (3.1) is available, with which the flow from the s-disk can be mapped into the q-plane 
as shown in Figure 3.3b. 
The fundamental equation (1.5) is written, in a convenient form to avoid division, 
dz dw 
- -  v (3 .5 )  
ds ds ' 
where the inverse complex velocity v = 1/q is introduced, which has often been used as alternative 
hodograph variable. Because of this choice, the quantity v is obtained from the solution of l, 
rather than solving q(s)  first. Therefore from equation (3.1) 
v(s )  = e -z(s), (3.6) 
which transforms in the Taylor disk to the convolution umber equation 
v = e -7 .  (3.7) 
The exponential is not a convolution algebra operation, but rather a function that must be 
obtained from the definition of the exponential function, see [12], which is directly obtained from 
differentiation of equation (3.6) as 
dv dl 
ds v ds' (3.8) 
of which again the Taylor transform is the convolution umber equation 
v - - -v* l  . (3.9) 
The solution of equation (3.9) is easily obtained by pointer convolution umber algebra, with the 
analog diagram shown in Figure 3.4, see [12]. The required initial value is 
vo = e - l° .  (3.10) 
Functions exp(u) and exp(-u) ,  being standard functions, may already be available, programmed 
as described above, in a standard convolution umber package. 
Because of the iteration in stages, the value lo = l(so) is already available from the solution of 
equation (3.4), properly l-scaled, and we obtain the series solution of equation (3.8) 
v = U .v .  (3.11) 
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The other factor in the fundamental equation (3.5) is found by the mapped flow in the s-disk, 
which is an elementary flow of sinks and sources, see Figure 3.3a, 
hi h2 h6 
w = - -  log(s - sl) - - -  log(s - s2) - m log(s - s6), (3.12) 
7~ 7r 7r 
dw hi 1 h2 1 h6 1 
ds  s-sl  s-s6 
= k(s - s4)(s - s l ) - l ( s  - s2) - l ( s  - s6) -1, (3.13) 
= (-h i (s2 + s6) + h2(s, + s6) + h6(sl + s2)) 
7r 
with yet unspecified strengths hi, h~, and h6. These are determined by the requirement of a 
stagnation point at point 4, and one arbitrary strength, for which we choose hi = 1, so that the 
two equations 
h2 + h6 = 1 (3.14) 
dw 
~s(S = s4) = 0 (3.15) 
determine h2 and hs. Noting that equation (3.15) is complex, we actually have three equations 
for the two real unknowns, but the equations will be compatible and a Gauss elimination routine 
will pick the best conditioned rows for the solution. 
Equation (3.13) is expanded in series again, so that in any one Taylor disk 
- - !  
-~t-s(U) dw = U" gl * g2 * g3 * g4 = U" w , (3.16) 
from which we obtain the expansion of the fundamental equation 
I - - !  
~ss(U) dz =U.v*w - -_V.z  . (3.17) 
The required Frobenius disks for the solution of the SCT of equation (3.2) during the first 
iteration stage are shown in Figure 3.5a, for the circle of Figure 3.2b. But to substitute qua- 
tions (3.11) and (3.16) in (3.17), v(s) and dw (s) must be expanded and valid in the same common 
convergence disks. Therefore, for the purpose of equation (3.17), both equations (3.2) and (3.13) 
must be expanded around all singularities that occur in one of the equations, which means as 
Frobenius eries around all points Sl...ss. The new common Frobenius convergence disks are 
shown in Figure 3.5b. While a Frobenius eries of equation (3.2) around point sl will not differ 
from a Taylor series, it is nevertheless handled differently according to [13, Section 2.3]. 
Having the expansion of equation (3.17) in the correct common disk, it is integrated irectly 
in the Taylor disks 
z = u .  z ,  (3.18) 
and the constant of integration, which is the zero element of z, is obtained again by matching. 
We assume that the constants to obtain desired location and orientation in the z-plane, which we 
will call z-scaling, are already contained in equation (3.18). Because of z-scaling, the constant 
in equation (3.13) is irrelevant. 
The actual disks used for the solution equations (3.3), (3.9), and (3.17) for the geometry of 
Figure 3.1a are shown in Figure 3.6a. The disk shown around s5 and ss is a Laurent disk with 
the two Frobenius disks inside, which will be discussed in detail further on. The solution in the 
whole region is shown in Figure 3.6b by way of plotting w(z) from equations (3.12) and (3.18) in 
the Taylor disk, and similar in all other disks. The point 7 of minimum velocity lies, as expected, 
on the upper boundary of the channel. 
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(a) Frobenius disks for SCT, equation (3.2). (b) Frobenius disks for equation (3.5). 
Figure 3.5. Frobenius convergence disks. 
(a) Convergence disks in s-plane. 
Figure 3.6. 
Z7 
(b) Flow w(z). 
The final solution is therefore obtained as easily as any single SCT and the whole complication 
of having elliptic integrals in the fundamental equation is trivial in convolution umber algebra. 
It turns out that the convolution algebra in the Frobenius disks is not quite as simple. However 
we will transfer the analysis to the ~-plane first. 
3.3. T rans format ion  to  the  ~-P lane Semid isk  
It was shown in Section 2.1 that the semidisk has the advantage that there are two singular 
points less if the corners of the hodograph are mapped on the corners of the semidisk, meaning 
that we need two less Frobenius disks. Nevertheless, it is well to be aware that there are many 
disadvantages in the semidisk. First, there are so many more singular points outside the semidisk 
which limit the radius of convergence. Also the equation of flow is more complicated. And finally, 
it is more difficult to arrange convergence disks that cover the semidisk than to cover a circular 
disk. But one advantage is that the region at the corners is stretched in the conformal mapping, 
which again stretches the distance between singularities. In the geometry of the butterfly valve 
it was found that this larger distance was absolutely necessary to avoid loss of accuracy due to 
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extremely close singularities, also called crowding. The means to counteract crowding in the 
s-plane would result in more complications than those caused by the transformed equations in 
the semidisk. Of course the advantage of the semidisk applies only to two free-streamlines, which 
is the case of all the examples we have treated. 
The transformation ~(s) of equation (2.18) that maps the the unit circle on the unit semidisk, 
such that the three points -1, d:~ map onto each other, has the reverse and its derivative 
¢2 _ 2¢ - 1 
s - ¢2 + 2¢-  1' (3.19) 
ds (¢ +~)(¢ -~)  
d-~ = 4 ("~-~'~'-- 1 ~" (3.20) 
Using equations (3.2), (3.19), and (3.20), the transformed SCT becomes 
dl dl ds 
- -  - -  C (¢  - -  ¢2) -1 /2 (¢  - -  ¢4) -1 (¢  - -  ¢6)  -1 /2  
de ds de 
×(¢¢2 + 1) -1 /2 (¢  -- ¢4r) -1(¢¢6 Jr- 1 ) -1 /2 (¢  -- ¢7)(¢¢7 ~- 1). (3.21) 
Each of the singularities sk of the s-disk has transformed to two singularities Ck and -1/¢k in 
the C-plane, and is denoted with a new appropriate name ¢2i, ¢4r, ¢6i, and ¢7i. Equation (3.21) 
has been written in a well-determined form to allow singularities uch as ¢i = 0. The factor 
(¢2 + 2¢ - 1) 2 in the denominator fequation (3.19) has cancelled ue to the property that in the 
SCT, ~ ak ---- 2. The factor c is irrelevant because scaling will be done on the new transformation 
anyway. Although there are six singularities left, there are but three on the boundary, the others 
only have to be considered to determine the radii of convergence. 
The flow in the ¢ semidisk can either be transformed from equation (3.12), but simpler be 
constructed again from sinks and sources on the boundary and the images outside, 
w = h i  log(¢ - ¢1) - . . . .  h2 log(¢ - ¢2) h6 log(¢ ¢6) 
7r 7r 7r 
+ hA log(¢¢1 + 1) - hA log(¢¢2 + 1) - hA log(¢¢~ + 1) (3.22) 
7r 71" 7r 
and its derivative 
d.~w = ~(¢ _ ¢1)_1( ;  _ ¢2)_1( ¢ _ ¢4)(¢ - ¢6) -1  
de 
X (¢¢1 + 1)-1(¢¢2 + 1)-1(¢ -- ¢4r)(¢¢6 + 1)-1(¢ -- ~)(¢ + ~), (3.23) 
where also the constant ~¢ is irrelevant. As expected, stagnation points have appeared in the 
corners ¢ = 4-~. 
Equation (3.23) is actually a rational function, and to compute the strengths hi, h2, and he, 
the nominator is expressed explicitly 
= ^ h ^ - nom hiP1-  2P2 h6P6, (3.24) 
where Pk denote complex polynomials of ¢ which are explicitly of degree 6, but because of the 
condition in equation (3.14), only of degree 4. The strengths hk are then computed as described 
before, by letting hi -- 1 and requiring that ¢4 is a stagnation point. Because z-scaling is done 
anyway, the need for the values hk is not in the solution z(¢) of the fundamental equation, but 
in the explicit computation of z(w), as well as the contraction coefficients as described later. 
The fundamental equation (3.5) is accordingly transformed to the variable ~, 
dz dw 
--v(¢) x -y-;, (¢). (3.25) 
d'-~ o~ 
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(a) Flow in the ~-plane, w(¢). 
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(a) Convergence disks for/-plane, equation (3.2). 
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(b) Flow in the q-plane, w(q). 
Figure 3.7. Mapped flow for a = 40 °. 
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(b) Convergence disks for z-plane, equation (3.5). 
Figure 3.8. 
The equations (3.21) and (3.23) in the ~-plane are not so much more complicated than the s- 
plane equations (3.2) and (3.13) as it may appear. The larger number of factors cause only a few 
more simple convolution umber multiplications, while in turn the singularities on the boundary 
have decreased from six to four, remembering that we are counting singularities of both functions 
dl and dw d-7 ~-~" 
The function v is now defined in terms of variable if, 
v(~) = e -I(¢), (3.26) 
which is put in the form of the corresponding differential equation 
dv ~ dl 
3(  ) = -v(¢) × ~(0,  
but is expanded rather differently in each convergence r gion. 
(3.27) 
3.4. Regions  in the C-Plane 
To show how the requirements develop to cover the appropriate part of the semidisk, the 
development of the solution is shown in pictures from Figure 3.7 to Figure 3.10 for the butterfly 
valve case of 1 = b, in the position of ~ = 40 °. In Figure 3.7a, the flow from equation (3.22) 
is shown in the C-plane, with sink of strength hi at ¢1, and sources of strength h2 at ¢2 and 
of strength h6 at ~6. The flow in the ~-plane is not unique; with fixed points ¢3 and ¢5, the 
singularities on the boundary can be shifted by a bilinear transformation with one degree of 
freedom. 
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(a) Mapped flow in the/-plane, w(l).  
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Figure 3.9. 
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(b) Mapped flow in the v-plane, w(v).  
(a) Centered plate. (b) Off-center plate, z7 = z l .  
Figure 3.10. Flow in the z-plane, a = 40 °. 
Figure 3.7b shows the hodograph in the q-plane, with free-stream velocities q3 and q5, the slit 
with the depth of minimum velocity qT, and uniform velocity ql on the slit. Note the deeper slit 
compared to Figure 3.3b due to the longer plate. 
Suitable convergence disks for the SCT of equation (3.21) are shown in Figure 3.8a. This ar- 
rangement with three Frobenius disks is sufficient for the first iteration step to map the hodograph 
on the strip in the/-plane. For the purpose of equation (3.25), four Frobenius convergence disks 
are needed to cover the singularities in both equations (3.21) and (3.23), as shown in Figure 3.8b, 
and the solution v(¢) from equation (3.27) must be found in these disks. 
During the iteration, only the covering of the boundary is necessary, but as the final result we 
want to have a solution in the whole physical plane, i.e., in the whole semidisk. Therefore the 
open space is filled up with suitable Taylor disks. 
Figure 3.9a shows the solution l(~) from equation (3.21), with the mapped flow by plotting 
w(l(¢)) in the/-plane. The solution of v(~) is shown in Figure 3.9b by way of plotting w(v(¢)) 
from equation (3.22). 
The final solution w(z) is shown in Figure 3.10a. The point 7 of minimum velocity is well 
defined on the upper wall. For comparison, the solution with vanishing point zT, which goes 
to infinity to be identical with zl, is plotted in Figure 3.10b. The plate of the same width is 
not positioned symmetrically any more. For even lower position of the plate, the point 7 will 
appear on the bottom of the channel, the vanishing point 7 corresponds to only the one unique 
unsymmetric solution of Figure 3.10b. 
Geometry changes drastically at extreme angles. Figure 3.11a shows the convergence disks 
covering the ~-plane for the case c~ = 80 °. To cover the region outside the small Frobenius 
disks, not visible in Figure 3.11a, in a reasonable efficient way, Laurent disks are necessary. For 
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(a) Covering of C-plane. (b) Top corner 20x magnified. 
Figure 3.11. Convergence disks for the case a = 80 °. 
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(a) Laurent disks for a -- 10 °. (b) Laurent disks for a = 2 °. 
Figure 3.12. Typical Laurent disks. 
example, the small Frobenius disk of the upper corner is shown magnified 20x in Figure 3.11b 
inside the inner Laurent ring, and a tiny Taylor disk is required to cover the triangular opening 
between inner Laurent ring and Frobenius disk. A bilinear transformation was used to make the 
small inner Frobenius disks F2 an F6 the same maximum size. 
On the other side of the range, convergence disks for the case a = 10 ° are shown in Figure 3.12. 
Three small Frobenius disks F1, F2, and F6 appear on the diameter, enclosed by two Laurent disks. 
A bilinear transformation was used to adjust the small Frobenius disks to the same maximum 
size. 
The following is evident from the figures. 
1. Four different Laurent disks are required that contain the pairs of singularities at (2, 2i), 
(6, 6i), (4, 4r), and (1, 2) in any one or other of the cases. 
. Convergence disks become so small that the expansions must be based on on a scaled 
variable transformation proportional to the radius to avoid overflow in long convolution 
numbers. 
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3.5.  Expans ions  in  the  C -P lane  
TAYLOR EXPANSIONS. For a Taylor disk with center ~0, a transformation to a scaled variable u 
is made, 
¢-¢0 
u -- - - ,  (3.28) 
P 
where p = rT, the numerical radius of convergence of the Taylor disk. Inside the Taylor disk this 
variable is then always in the range lul _< 1. 
The factors in equation (3.21) are expanded by the binomial theorem. There are two forms of 
factors. The one form is expanded as 
(~ - ¢c) ~ = (~0 - ~c + PU) ~ = U.  g, (3.29) 
where the coefficient of u k is 
7 P k 
which gives well-limited numbers because p _< [~0 - ¢c[, while the coefficients would become 
excessively large numbers in the unscaled transformation, when p = 1 and ~0 - ¢c is small. 
The other form of factor is expanded as 
(¢0¢ci + 1) ~ = (¢~c~ + 1 + p¢c~U) ~ = U.-g, (3.31) 
of which the coefficient of u k is, using the property that 1/~ci = -~c, 
(¢0¢c -t- 1) ~ P , (3.32) 
which also produces well-limited numbers. In a typical case, the 20 th coefficient was reduced 
from 102° to 10 -5 by this scaling. 
From equations (3.21) and (3.28) we obtain the expansion in the variable u, with local num- 
bering of convolution umbers according to the sequence in equation (3.21), 
dl dl d~ dl 
- - x p 
du du d~ 
= U" gl * g2""*gs  x p ~___U.T'. (3.33) 
Integrate quation (3.33) 
dl 
l(u) = / -~(u)  du 
=v.  =u.T .  (3.34) 
We omit the details of /-scaling, then the constant of integration, l0 in l ,  is obtained from 
matching. 
Equation (3.27) is now transformed to the scaled variable, 
dv dl - ,  
du v× ~uu -v×U l . (3.35) 
The differential equation (3.35) is solved with pointer convolution umbers, with the initial value 
v0 = e -l° from equation (3.10), according to the diagram of Figure 3.4, and the result written as 
v(u) = U .v .  (3.36) 
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Equation (3.23) is now expanded by using expansion of factors as in equations (3.29) and (3.31), 
dw "u) ... -- 
~u  ( =U'g l *g  2 * gi0 = U 'b .  (3.37) 
Substituting equations (3.36) and (3.37) in equation (3.25), with local numbering of convolution 
numbers according to the sequence in equation (3.23), 
~-~(u) dz = U. v * b = U-c .  (3.38) 
Integrate quation (3.38) 
z(u) = f dz ~-.~d¢ = p x /dz  (u) du (3.39) 
px__U /~=u. (px~') = • -= U" z ,  (3.40) 
where again the details of z-scaling are omitted, and the constant of integration z0 in z is obtained 
from matching. 
FROBENIUS EXPANSIONS. The Frobenins disks are named F1, F2, F3, and F6, as indicated in 
Figure 3.8b, with centers ~1, ~2, ~4, and ~6, respectively. The remaining disks are all Taylor 
disks to cover the complete semidisk region. These are the disks that are required to solve the 
fundamental equation after the/-plane iteration is completed. 
The Frobenius expansion F1 of equation (3.21) around ~1 is actually a Taylor expansion, but 
is treated as a Frobenius expansion with a dummy factor (~ - ~1) 6, from which 
dl dl d~ 
d'-u = d~ du = (up)° × U_. g l  * g2""  * g8 × P = u° x U_. " aF ,  (3.41) 
which is the way that the singularity at ¢1 is included in both factors in equation (3.25). 
Integrate quation (3.41) 
l(u) = f 
dl 
~-~ (u) du (3.42) 
=/u  ° xU_.U_'aFdu 
=u ixU. f  aF=U i xU .YF+I0  (3.43) 
J(0 ) 
according to the chosen form of Frobenius integration [13, Section 2]. After/-scaling, the con- 
stant l0 is found from matching. 
The equation (3.26) is now written in terms of the scaled variable u 
v(u) = e-re'), 
from which follows the differential equation, instead of equation (3.27), 
dv dl -v(u) x ~(u), ~(u)  = 
of which the Taylor transform in base U is 
"~' = - ; ' *  T' ,  
(3.44) 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
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so that the solution with_pointer convolution umbers proceeds again_ according to Figure 3.4. 
The convolution umber l is identical to the Frobenius number aF  in equation (3.41), due to 
the Frobenius exponent 0. The result of integration is written 
v(u)  = u_. v .  (3.47) 
The initial value according to equation (3.10) is determined with l0 from equation (3.43). 
The Frobenius expansion of equation (3.25) in F1 is, using the factors from equation (3.23) 
and (3.47), 
dz 
d--~ = (uP)-1 x U. g2 * g3" ' "  * g l0  * V 
= U -1 X U" (p-1 × a) = u -1 × U .g .  (3.48) 
Frobenius integration of equation (3.48) produces 
= p x ~--~ (u) du (3.49) 
/ ( =px u- lxU .gdu=px g01ogu+U" 
1) 
= f0 log u + U" -ZF + zo, (3.50) 
where the details of z-scaling are omitted, and the constant of integration Zo, which is not 
contained in the Frobenius number ZF, is obtained from matching. 
The Probenius expansion of equation (3.21) in disk F2 around ~2, with the scaled variable u as 
in equation (3.28), and the Taylor factors expanded as in equations (3.29) and (3.31), is obtained 
as 
dl dl d~ 
- - (up) -1/2 x U .  g~*  ga " "*  gs x p 
du d~ du 
= u -1/2 x U .  a f .  (3.51) 
Frobenius integration of equation (3.51) produces 
f l(u) = ~u du (3.52) 
/ - = u -1/2 x U" aFdu  
( aF  =-- u 1/2 x U_. TF + lo, (3.53) =u 1/2 x U .  -1/2) 
with l0 found from matching, and/-scaling being done. 
The form of equation (3.51) substituted into the differential equation (3.45) produces an awk- 
ward equation to solve due to the fractional exponent. 
We now take advantage ofthe fact that the turning angles of the polygon in the/-plane consist 
only of multiples of right angles. This fact has produced the exponents of 1/2 in equation (3.21), 
and is easily eliminated by the transformation to a new variable 
U -- r 2. (3.54) 
As a method this is not a limitation in free-streamline analysis, because the right angle is 
an intrinsic property of every free-streamline hodograph. Specifically we want to emphasize 
that the transformation equation (3.54) is not a special case of a method to eliminate general 
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rational exponents, as has in the past been used to treat free-streamline configurations with 
rational angles. On the other hand, if there occurs a general irrational number 7 as exponent in 
a Frobenius expansion, integration of the differential equation (3.45) is not impossible, but will 
have to be done in the two variables u and u x, using bi-convolution umbers. Fortunately such 
a consuming method is avoided here. 
The functions in the variable r transform to convolution umbers in the new base, which we 
will denote and define as 
R_= [1, r, r2, ... ] .  (3.55) 
So far we have always used default notation for the convolution umbers because we only used 
one base, U. The complete notation is actually, see [12], for both bases 
f (u )= E .-f~, f(r) = E r . - f r .  (3.56) 
Let us now agree to use a partial default notation, 
f(u) = u .  7, f(r) = _R. 7 (3.57) 
implying that the variable r is an exception. 
- -  - - r  
The transformation of a convolution umber a to a can easily be seen to consist of a distri- 
bution of elements to every second position, shown diagramatically in Figure 3.13. We will use 
double length numbers in the base R to preserve previously computed numbers; it is not intended 
to be a "double precision" solution although it may happen to be. 
n 
n+l  
n+2 
n+3 
74 
l 
7n 
\ 
T 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
k = 2n 
21 k+l  
2m k+2 
2p k+3 
m ~  - - r  
Figure 3.13. Transformation d iagram f ~ f . 
Formally, the distribution in Figure 3.13 can be constructed by expressing equation (3.54) 
m r  
U- - - -R 'U  , 
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mT 
where u is a 6-function 
u = 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . ,  0 -- , 
so that a general function f (u )  is transformed by 
U" 7 u = f (u )  = fo + f lu  + f2u  2 +""  
__ r*2  
uO "Jr ul fu2 =f  f R'uT+ __R'u 
] 
- - r  - -~  - -T  - -T  ] u 
=_R. "7 
which shows the base transformation matrix in the convolution umber transformation 
7r  = E ' '  7 ~. (3.58) 
- -1 / ,  
The defining equation for v still has the same form in terms of the variable r, 
v(r)  = e -/(r) (3.59) 
and the differential equation for v in terms of r 
dv dl 
~r = -v ( r )  x ~rr (3.60) 
with the Taylor transform in base R 
- - I t  - - r  IT  
v =-v  .7  . (3.61) 
Therefore the expansion of equation (3.51) is transformed 
dl dl du 
dr du dr 
- -  --r R ~,r (3.62) =r- lxU__ .aFx2r=R_ .aFx2  - • . 
With T 'r now available, the differential equation (3.61) is solved as before by a standard exp( -u )  
routine according to Figure 3.4, using the length of pointer convolution umbers in base R. The 
initial value is still according to equation (3.10), since the transformation of 7 to T r does not 
change the value of the zero element lo of equation (3.53). The solution of equation (3.60) is 
written 
v(r) = _R. 
which is a Taylor series in the variable r. 
The Frobenius expansion of equation (3.23) in disk F2 is 
dw 
d(  (up) - l  x U g l  * g3" "* gs  
= u -1 x U*-b ,  
(3.63) 
(3.64) 
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which becomes transformed to base R 
dw r -  2 _ ~r  ~(r )= × R ,  . (3.65) 
Substituting equations (3.63) and (3.65) directly into the fundamental equation (3.25), but now 
with variable r, produces 
dz r -  2 ~r  --r = r -  2 - r  (3.66) d~ xR.  *v ×R c .  
Frobenius integration of equation (3.66) with respect o variable r is 
/dZd_~ / dz d~ U~uu rr z(r) = de = ~(r )  dr 
= / r -2  x R_R_. (p2r × cr)  dr 
=r -1 ×__R. -1) 
- - r  
= fro log r + _R. z F + z0, (3.67) 
where the z-scaling is assumed and the integration constant zFo is found from matching. 
The solution of z in disk F2 in terms of variable r has the same uncomplicated form as the 
solution equation (3.50) in disk F1 in terms of u. If we want to write the solution explicitly in 
terms of u, we can split even and uneven powers of r and find the form 
z(u) = fo logu + U 1/2 X U.  Z lF  -{- U .  Z2F  (3.68) 
using single length convolution umbers. Interestingly, z(u) cannot be expressed as single Frobe- 
nius series in u. 
The Frobenius expansion of equation (3.21) in disk F4 around ~4, with the scaled variable u as 
before, is obtained as 
dl dl 
- ~--~(u) x p : (up)  -1  x U"  g l  * g3" ' "  * gs  x p 
= u -1 x __U. aF.  (3.69) 
Frobenius integration of equation (3.69) produces 
l (u )  = Tudu= u - l  x g .  aFdu  
f (  a'F = log u + U.  1F + l0 (3.70) = a01ogu + -1) 30 
with l0 found from matching, and/-sealing being done. In the Probenius method of storing values 
in the convolution umber, 10 is not contained in -rE, although the zero position of 1F is empty, 
an anomaiity which occurs due to the log term, see [13, Section 2.3]. Let us therefore define a 
function 
ZF(u) = U.  7F + 10. 
With this definition, substituting equation (3.70) into equation (3.44) 
v(u)  = e -aF° l°g" x e -l '~(') 
---- U -am° X VF ,  
(3.71) 
(3.72) 
(3.73) 
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so that the differential equation for the factor VF becomes 
dvF  d IF  
du  =- -VEX du '  
and it is obvious from equation (3.71) that the initial value of VF is 
VFO -~. e -lo" 
(3.74) 
(3.75) 
The Taylor transform of equation (3.74) is 
v F = - -VF  * IF, (3.76) 
which is again the standard function exp( -u)  solved easily by pointer convolution umbers 
according to Figure 3.4. The function v(u)  is therefore xpanded as a Frobenius eries, but by 
the separation in equation (3.72), only a Taylor series appears in the differential equation. 
- - I  
To find where the elements of the convolution umber l F are, partition equation (3.69) 
dl a lF  
- -  = U -aFO "4- U . - -  
du - -  u 
- u -aF°  + l'F(U), (3.77) 
where a lF  is the convolution umber aF  without its zero element, formally 
a lF  = aF  - -  aFO~O. (3.78) 
Therefore 
1 f = a lE  ~61, (3.79) 
- - I  
the division being compatible. In summary, the operation to obtain l F consists of shifting the 
elements of aF  one position up, thereby discarding the zero element. 
The result of the foregoing operations i
VF(U) = U .  VF ,  (3.80) 
v(u)  = u -1  x U .  vF ,  (3.81) 
because it turns out that 
aFO = 1. (3.82) 
The factor u -1 provides the infinity that v assumes at the stagnation point z4, which is also 
a stagnation point at #4. In the actual computation, the value of aFo is obtained by many 
operations during the expansions and scaling, and equation (3.82) can be used as a check. 
The Frobenius expansion of equation (3.25) in F4 is, using the factors from equation (3.23) 
and (3.81), 
dz  (up) lu  -1  X V g l  * g2  $ g4  * g lo  $ v f  - -  ~ * , , o  
d~ 
= U. (p x a) = U. g, (3.83) 
which is actually a Taylor series, but a Frobenius integration is applied, as in equation (3.49), 
= p x u . [  
J(0 ) 
= u I x U. z f  + z0 (3.84) 
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after z-scaling and matching. We note that the Frobenius integration is not dependent on the 
specific value of aFO in equation (3.82), but the result is, in as much it shows that the stagnation 
point at ~4 in the ~-plane is mapped conformally on the expected stagnation point at z4 by the 
absence of any singularity in equation (3.84). 
The Frobenius expansion in disk F6 around ¢6 follows exactly the same analysis as for disk F2 
due to the same exponents, according to equations (3.51), (3.53), (3.62), (3.63), (3.64), (3.65), 
(3.66), and the same form of result as equation (3.67), only with appropriate different factors in 
equations (3.51) and (3.64). 
LAURENT EXPANSIONS. Let the Laurent expansions be denoted by L1, L2, L3, and L4 around the 
pairs of singularities (2, 2i), (6, 6i), (4, 4r), and (1, 2), respectively. Their regions of convergence 
are annular disks. They will get a different notation of numbering in the programs of the cases 
in which they occur. Unlike the Frobenius disks, they are not all present in any one case. In 
Figure 3.12a, only the pairs (6, 6i) and (1, 2) are included, in Laurent disks L2 and L4, respectively. 
In Figure 3.12b, the pairs (6, 6i), (4, 4r), and (1,2) are included, in Laurent disks L2, L3, and L4, 
respectively. 
With the scaled variable u according to equation (3.28), the Laurent factors in equation (3.21) 
are expanded as 
(~_~c)'~ = (up)'~ (l + ~o -~c l ) "y - -7  (3.85) 
The second factor is expanded by the binomial theorem, of which the k th coefficient is
Therefore, the inner numerical Laurent radius 
p = ~ _ I¢0 - ¢c_______Jl (3.87) 
0.7 
for the Laurent series around two singularities i  chosen as scaling constant. With the same scaling 
constant, this produces a largest coefficient in the Taylor factor, equations (3.29) and (3.30), of 
the order (1/0.7) n, which at convolution umber length n = 50 is ~ 5.56 x 107, a number that 
is quite acceptable. Then the total Laurent convolution umber has well-limited small numbers 
without loss due to underflow of significant terms. 
Similarly, the other Lanrent factor is expanded as 
(~c + 1)~ = (up)~ (~c + ~°~c +----~1 1)  ~ p  , (3.88) 
and the second factor again expanded by the binomial theorem with similar well-limited numbers. 
The Laurent expansion L1 around the pair (2, 2i), of equation (3.21), has the Laurent factors, 
in the notation of [13, Section 2.2], 
(~ -- ~2) - -1 /2(~2 -~- 1) -1 /2  = U -1  X U . p-1 gl * g4 =- u -1  x U"  gL.  (3.89) 
The Taylor factors of equation (3.21) are 
U"  g2 * g3 * g5 * 96 * g7 * gs  = U"  gF -  (3.90) 
Therefore, the Laurent series is 
dl dl 
du d~ 
(u) x p = u-1 x U .  gL x U .  gF  x p 
r~s  
=_u -1  X U'aL  +u -1  x U"  aF  
after Laurent product separation according to [13, Section 2.2]. 
(3.91) 
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Laurent integration of equation (3.91) produces 
'(,) w-. / d~(,)d,:,° x~(_I)U.aNL Jr'° x~( ,)U.:Fd, 
= u O x U " IL Jr aFO log u Jr u ° x__U'lFJrlo (3.92) 
- I L (u )  Jr aFO logu Jr IF(U) (3.93) 
with separately defined Laurent and Frobenius parts, and the constant l0 is arbitrarily taken 
into lF .  It follows from equation (3.44) that 
V ~ e - l L -a~° l °gu- /~"  
= e -aF° l °gu  x e - l L  x e - t ' '  -- u -a fO  x VL X VF  (3.94) 
with newly defined Laurent and Frobenius factors. The expansions of the factors are determined 
separately from differential equations, because there is no way that we can solve or expand 
directly v = e -q~+tj') as a full Laurent series. An analog situation is the Laurent expansion of 
e x+l /x  by the product of the expansions of e = x e 1/=. The coefficients of this Laurent series are 
Bessel functions. Therefore, we cannot get the Laurent coefficients in a finite number of steps 
because Bessel function values are irrational numbers. Even if we found a way of starting with 
known values of the first coefficients, the process of continuation is unstable, see [12]. Therefore, 
solution by factors is a method to find the exponential function of a Laurent series. 
From equation (3.94) follows the differential equation of the factor VF 
dYE  d lE  
du  v f  x du (3.95) 
and its Taylor transform 
w!  --! 
v F = - -v  * l F .  (3.96) 
By tracing back to equation (3.91), we find 
d l f  = u_  1 x U " a lF ,  (3.97) 
du 
= U" a iR  ]51, (3.98) 
where 
a lF  = aF  -- aFO~O, (3.99) 
with aF  from equation (3.91). Since the element aFo was taken into the separate log term, the 
division is compatible. 
For the Laurent factor we transform 
1 dt 
t . . . . .  t 2, (3.100) 
u' du 
with which we obtain the differential equation from equation (3.94) 
dVL _ d 
d t  VL × -~ ( lL (U))  
d ( IL(U))  
= - -V  L X 
du - t  2 
r~ 
_~ V L XU -1  x U . aL  
t2 
- - t  
a 
=vL x txT .  t- Y 
- - t  
---- ~)L × T_.. a L /~ '1 ,  (3.101) 
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where the appropriate symbols in base T have been used, and aL is taken from equation (3.91). 
- - t  
The fact that the division of a L is compatible is due to the Laurent product separation which 
leaves the zero position of a~L empty, see [13, Section 2.2]. By denoting 
aL  ~1 = lL ,  (3.102) 
the Taylor transform of the differential equation (3.101) assumes the simple form 
- - t t  - - t  - - t t  
VL = VL * I L ,  (3.103) 
which is an exponential function of a Taylor convolution umber. 
The two differential equations (3.96) and (3.103) are solved again in the standard routine with 
pointer convolution umbers, and this time the form exp(u) with positive argument is required. 
According to the defined functions/F(u) and lL(U) in equation (3.93), the initial value of VL is 1, 
and the initial value e -l° goes to YR. 
We substitute the solutions of equations (3.96) and (3.103) into equation (3.94) and separate, 
to get the result 
v(u)  = u -aF°  x U .VL  x U .  v f  (3.104) 
= u -a f °  × U 'VA + u -aF°  × U" vB .  (3.105) 
The Laurent factors in equation (3.23) in disk L1 are 
(¢ - ¢2) -1 (¢¢2  + 1) -1  = u -2p  -2  x u 'g l  * g6 - u -2  × ~ u .  gL. (3 .106)  
The Taylor factors are 
U-  gi * g3* g4* gs* gT""*  gi0 = U. gF. (3.107) 
Therefore, 
-d-~(u) dw = u -2 x U'gL  X U"  gF 
---- U -2  X U"  C L + u -2  X U .  c F (3.108) 
after Laurent product separation. 
Substituting equations (3.105) and (3.108) into the fundamental equation (3.25) and multiply- 
ing the terms, we obtain the four terms 
dz u "YxU CL*VA+U "~xU'c f *vB  
d(  " 
+u "Y x U .CL  x U .vs  + u "Y x U .VA x U 'c f ,  (3.109) 
where the exponent 7 -- -2 + aFo. 
The Laurent product separation is applied to the last two terms, then the Laurent and Frobe- 
nius series are added, with the result 
dz  u "¢ x U eL + u "[ x U e f .  (3.110) 
Integrate quation (3.110) 
/az L z(u)  : -~(u)  x pdu  = u ~+1 x U" p x eL + u ~+1 x U. p x e f  '~ ) - -  ) 
= U "7+1 X U .  ZL --{- u "/'{-1 X V "ZF  + Zo (3.111) 
after z-scaling and matching. 
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It turns out that the exponent 
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aFO = 7r/2 ' (3 .112)  
where a is the angle of the plate in Figure 3.1a, i.e., aFo = 1/9 for ~ = 10 °, and aFo ---- 8/9 for 
= 80 °. Therefore, the extreme limits are 
0 ~ a fo  _< 1, (3.113) 
which means that the exponent ~/is in the range 
-2  < '7 _< -1 .  (3.114) 
Theoretically, therefore, no logarithmic terms appear in the integral in equation (3.111). However, 
due to the allowance for near the limit, see [13, Sections 2.2 and 2.3], logarithmic series do appear 
in the Frobenius eries at angles near 90 °, and in the Laurent series at angles near 0 °, producing 
well-determined forms near these limits. 
The Laurent expansion L2 around the pair (6, 6i) in equation (3.21) has the Lanrent factors 
e~ 
((~ - ~6)-1/2((~'6 ÷ 1) -1/2 ---- u -1 x U * gL, (3.115) 
and in equation (3.23) has the Laurent factors 
e~ 
(~ - ~6) -1 (~¢6 + 1) -1  = u -2  x U "gL (3.116) 
with corresponding different factors in the Taylor expansions. The Laurent expansions in L2 have 
exactly the same form as in L1, and therefore follow the same equations (3.108) to (3.110), with 
the result z(u)  in the same form as equation (3.111). 
The Laurent expansion L3 around the pair (4, 4r) in equation (3.21) has the Laurent factors 
(~" -- (~2)-1/2(~'~'2 ÷ 1) -1/2 ---- (Up) -1 X U "g2 x (up) -1 x U "g5. (3.117) 
We have some latitude in shifting the coefficients and changing the leading factor exponent 
accordingly. By this means we can control the position where the split of the full series is placed 
by the standard Lanrent product separation. It appears later that the split must be placed to 
obtain two properly posed parts for the solution of v(u).  In this case we must shift the coefficients 
in equation (3.117), which is formally implemented by the operation 
(up) - l xU .g2x  (up) x U . gs = x " g2 * 81x  x U . g5 . Si - "gL. (3.118)  
e~ e~ 
The Taylor factors of equation (3.21) are 
U .  gl * g3* g4* g6* gT* gs =U'gF .  (3.119) 
Therefore, the Laurent series is 
dl dl m 
xp=U'gLXU___ . 'gFxp  
=U'aL  ÷U'aF  
after Laurent product separation. 
Laurent integration of equation (3.120) produces 
/(o l(u) ---- u) du = u ° x U" )aL +u ° x U .  
= a l l  logu + u I x U" IL + U 1 X E"  ~F ÷ go 
=-- aLl logu + lL(u) + lF(U) 
(3.120) 
(3.121) 
(3.122) 
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with the separately defined Laurent and Frobenius parts, and the constant of integration lo taken 
into IF(u). It follows from equation (3.44) that 
V ~ e -aL l  logu--lL--IF 
e -aL~ Iogu e--lL e - IV  
u -aL l  × VL × ~)F 
(3.123) 
(3.124) 
with the new Laurent and Frobenius factors. The expansions of the factors are again determined 
by two separate differential equations. For the Frobenius factor we obtain 
and its Taylor transform 
dVF dlF 
du = --VF × du (3.125) 
VF : - -YF  :¢ lF, (3.126) 
where 
l F = aF, (3.127) 
which is now regarded as a Taylor convolution umber ather than a Frobenius number as in 
equation (3.76). 
For the Laurent factor, we apply again the transformation of equation (3.100), which applied 
to the factor VL of equation (3.124), and the expansion of equation (3.120), produces 
e~ 
dvL  aL 
dt = VL X U"  "~ 
- - t  
a 
~- ~) n × T_, t" ~"  
- - t  
~- VL × T"  a L ~2.  (3.128) 
The fact that the division by 52 is compatible is due to two previous operations. First, the 
e~ 
Laurent product separation leaves the zero position of aL empty, and second, the coefficient of 
the next position was taken out to the log term when lL(U ) was defined in equation (3.122). The 
distribution in equation (3.118) makes this compatibility possible. Denote now 
- - t  - - I  
aL  ~2 = l L,  (3.129) 
then the Taylor transform of the differential equation (3.128) assumes again the standard expo- 
nential form of equation (3.103), and the two differential equations (3.126) and (3.128) are solved 
by pointer convolution umbers. The initial value of VL is 1, and the initial value e -l° goes to YR. 
We substitute the solutions of equations (3.126) and (3.128) into equation (3.124) and separate, 
to get the result 
V(U) -~ U -aL l  × U .  VL × U .  VF  (3.130) 
m 
= U -aL l  × V .  v A -~- u -aL l  × U"  VB.  (3.131) 
The Laurent factors of equation (3.23) in disk L3 are actually Taylor factors, but can be written 
formally as Laurent series to suit standard implementation i  programming, as 
(~ -- ~4)(~ -- ~4r) ---- ~2p2 × g .g  3 , g7 ~ u 2 × V "gL- (3.132) 
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The Taylor factors are 
Therefore, 
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- -  w 
___U" 91 * g2 * g4 * g5 * g6" ' "  * g lo = U-  gF"  
-~-(u) dw ---- u 2 x ,,,U " gL X U__" gF  
= U 2 X U 'CL  +U 2 X U .c  f 
(3.133) 
(3.134) 
(3.135) 
(3.136) 
where the exponent ~= 2 + aL l .  
This time it turns out that the exponent 
aL l  ---- 0, (3.137) 
which means that the exponent ~is 
= 2. (3.138) 
Therefore, the integral of equation (3.136) always contains a logarithmic term, 
w m 
z (u)  = eL31ogu -F U. ZL + U .  Z F + ZO. (3.139) 
In this case, we could shift the series before integration to eliminate the leading factor u ~, and the 
coefficient of the logarithmic term would have another subscript, but would cause unnecessary 
adjustment of the length of convolution umbers. 
The Laurent expansion L4 around the pair (1, 2) in equation (3.21) has only the single Laurent 
factor 
(~ )-1/2 ( ) -1/2 ~ -- ~2 = Up × U .  g2 - -  u-1 /2  x U .  gL .  (3.140) 
The Taylor factors of equation (3.21) are 
U.g l  *g3""*gs  ----- U .gF .  (3.141) 
Therefore, the Laurent series is 
dl d~( u_ l /2  ,~ - -  
du u) xp  xU gLxU.gFx  0 
= U -1 /2  X U"  aL  + u -1 /2  X U .  a F (3.142) 
after Laurent product separation. 
dz  u "~ x U c L * v A --F It ~/ x U*  -cF  * v B 
d~ "" 
"{-U '7 X ,.~V " c L x _V * V B + u ~ X V * v A x _U . c F 
= u ~ x U " ~L + u "~ x U "-g f , 
after Laurent product separation. 
Substituting equations (3.131) and (3.134) into the fundamental equation (3.25) and multiply- 
ing the terms, we obtain the four terms, which are then separated and collected to one Laurent 
series, 
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Laurent integration of equation (3.142) produces 
~(_ "~ j~(_ 1/2) ~-F 
l(U) = U 1/2 X U" aL '~ u 1/2 X U .  
1/2) 
e~ 
: u 1/2 × U"  l lL  -b ~t 1/2 × U" "/IF -~" 10. (3.143) 
which integrates formally to 
The transformation of a to a follows the same pattern as shown in Figure 3.13 for the trans- 
formation of -7 ~ to 7r ,  but because a~L contains a leading zero-element after Laurent product 
separation, aL has two leading zeros. Define the terms of equation (3.145) 
dl dlL dlF (3.146) 
d"~ = d--'~- + d--~-' 
and its Taylor transform 
l(r) --- 1L(r) + 1F(r) (3.147) 
without any logarithmic term, where lL and IF are distinguished from llL and l lF in equa- 
tion (3.143), which have a slightly different meaning. We do not execute the integration of 
equation (3.146), but use it only to define 
v(r) = e -IL (~)-lF(~) (3.148) 
= e - tL ( r )  × e - I F ( r )  ~" VL( r )  × rE( r ) ,  (3.149) 
with the Laurent and Frobenius factors. The expansions of the factors are again determined by 
two separate differential equations. For the Frobenius factor, we obtain 
dye d l f  (3.150) 
dr (r) = --vF(r) × d---r- 
--IT" - -T  --I~ 
V F : - -V  F * I F ,  (3.151) 
which has the standard form exp( -u)  and is solved by pointer convolution umbers in double 
length. We write the result 
vF(r) = R.  v F. (3.152) 
The Laurent factor differential equation 
dvL  = d lL  (3.153) 
dr --VL × d---r" 
is transformed to variable t, similar to equation (3.128), but now with the variable r, 
1 at t2 (3.154) t ~ - - ,  
r dr 
Equation (3.143) is satisfactory for the solution of l(u). To obtain the expansions for v, we 
go back to equation (3.142) to eliminate the fractional exponents with the transformation to r 
according to equation (3.54). Therefore 
dl dl 
d--'r -- d'~ × 2r = r -1 × U .  aL × 2r + r -1 × U"  aF  × 2r (3.144) 
r~ r __?. 
: R 'aL  × 2+R.  a F × 2 
~r - - r  
=_- R. bL + R_. bF. (3.145) 
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to the form 
dVL  
dt 
d_tu 
dr 
= - -V  L X _1~2 
mr 
bL 
- - t  
= vL x T_. bn /~2 
- - i t  
--VLXT__'IL, (3.155) 
where division by df2 is compatible due to the two leading zeros. Equation (3.155) has therefore 
again the simple Taylor transform 
- - i t  - - t  - - t t  
v L =v  L* l  , (3.156) 
E 
which is once more the standard exp(u) function. 
half-Laurent expansion in base R 
The result is formally transformed back to a 
We obtain v as full Laurent series 
- - t  e ' J r  
vn = T .  vL  = R .v~ 
I T  
v(r) = R .~Tvz x _R" vF 
(3.157) 
e~ r m T 
= R 'V  A at-R_ • v B .  (3.158) 
The Laurent factors of equation (3.23) in disk L4 are 
(¢ - ¢~) -~(¢  - ¢2) -~ = u "gL × p -s ,  (3.159) 
where the series was shifted to a convenient position eliminating the factor u -2, and the Taylor 
factors are 
m m _ _  
U'g3""*g l0  =__.U'gF" (3.160) 
The Laurent expansion is therefore 
~(.)dw = U.gL × U. gF × P-~ 
= U'eL -{ -U"  cF .  (3 .161)  
By substituting equations (3.158) and (3.161), transformed to variable r, into the fundamental 
equation (3.25), we obtain again the four terms, and separate 
mr mr  - - r  - - r  "~r - -B  ~r  ×R'cF - - r  ~--~(r) dz =R.CL*VA+R.CF*VB+R_ "CL×R'v_ +R.VA _ (3.162) 
e~T - -T  
= R"  eL  q- R .  e F .  (3.163) 
At this stage we must shift the Laurent series by at least one position, formally 
" ,~r - - r=r_ l  ,,-r e r l~ l )  ~5~ +r - l×R (eF*~IT  L R'eL+R'e  F MR' (eL - -  L __" ± erl ~0) 
~T - -T  
- -  r -1  x R .  e l l  + r -1  x R .  e l f  , (3.164) 
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so that we can transform before integration 
dz dz d~ du dz 
- ( r )×p×2r  
dr dr d¢ 
~r mT 
R.p×2×elL  + R .p  x2x  elF 
~/T  - - / t '  
= R.  zL +n.  zF  (3.165) 
Equation (3.165) is integrated with respect o r, z-scaled and matched, with the result 
z(r) = ZLl logr + R • ZL"~r-~- R " Z F + ZO. (3.166) 
This concludes the computation of the solution z(~) in all convergence disks. 
We note that the function z(¢) in disk F4 has actually no singularity, which is reflected in 
equation (3.84), and should actually be able to be expanded as Taylor series. Equation (3.84) 
is obviously this Taylor expansion. But then the Frobenius expansions in the other disks should 
not be limited by the center ~4, and the question arises whether they are valid beyond their 
initially assumed radii. The answer is no: not by the method that they were obtained in this 
section. The reason is that the expansion of the function v(~) was used, and all information 
beyond its convergence disk, which is limited by ¢4, is lost in the limited length and digits of its 
transform, and is not recovered in the final equations (3.48) and (3.83). A radius of convergence 
is not only limited by the final function but also by the expansions that were used along the 
way to the solution, see [12]. Similarly, any Taylor expansion of equation (3.25) is limited by 
the point ~4, although a Taylor expansion beyond that point exists. If it is really required to 
find the expansions that are not limited by point ~4, then they must be obtained irectly from 
the original differential equations. Going back to the s-plane, this is possible by eliminating v in 
equations (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) to obtain the single differential equation 
dd2Z / d2w ) = /~ dl dz (3.167) 
ds  
Equation (3.167) can be solved in the s-plane, or its transformation to the variable ~ in the 
~-plane, by convolution umber methods, now requiring initial values of both z and ~dz or ~--~,dz 
respectively. The division in equation (3.167) is compatible, this is the way that the apparent 
singularity is eliminated. Due to the finite number of arithmetic operations for each coefficient, 
no information due to previous eries is lost. The convergence disks can be set up without any 
limit imposed by point s4 or ~4, respectively. Of course the solution of equation (3.167) still 
requires matching, and equally cumbersome iteration to determine the values of the parameters. 
On the other hand, equation (3.167) can also be solved after the parameters are established by 
the method as in this section. We make this observation to point out that with proper effort, the 
correct expansion can be obtained by convolution umber algebra. 
It is interesting to note that once the SCT is used to map the logarithmic hodograph on 
the s-disk, or ~-semidisk, the apparently more difficult problem of unequal velocity of the two 
jets can be solved without more effort. Such a case is shown with a centered vertical plate of 
half channel width in Figure 3.14a, which makes the geometry symmetric, with velocity ratio of 
q2/q6 ---- 2. The jets discharge into separated chambers, indicated iagramatically b the dotted 
line, with different pressures. Note that the point 7 of minimum velocity appears again due 
to the unsymmetric flow. The logarithmic hodograph with the different velocities is shown in 
Figure 3.14b. 
EVALUATION. The solution consists of the analytic functions, either w(z) or z(w), and their 
derivatives. Consider w(z), which is the function required to plot the streamlines and potential 
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(a) Flow w(z). (b) Logarithmic hodograph boundary. 
Figure 3.14. Centered vertical plate with jets into different pressure chambers. 
lines in the figures. For any given w, the reverse of equation (3.22) is solved iteratively by the 
Newton-Raphson method for ¢, using the known parameters h~ and ¢c that have been computed 
during the solution process. The solution z(~) is then determined by the explicit forms of the 
equations for the result in each disk. The information of convergence r gions, and the scaling 
constant p in each one, must all be known as part of the solution. 
When the singularities in the C-plane are approached, this method becomes ill-determined and 
perturbation forms must be used. 
3.6. Per turbat ion  Form 
The three extreme regions of z(w) occur when approaching the infinity points 1, 2, and 3 of 
uniform velocity. The loss of numerical values occurs when ~ is determined with certain global 
accuracy, so the the local variable u ~ 0 has a large local inaccuracy, which is then used in the 
logarithmic terms in equation (3.50) in disk F1 and equation (3.67) in disks F2 and F6, which 
expand this inaccuracy. Therefore in the three corresponding Frobenius disks, equation (3.22) is 
solved differently, using the log u of the region as variable, as described in previous Sections 2.1 
or 2.4. Let us for this purpose write equation (3.22) in the Frobenius disk F1 in terms of the 
local variable u, as 
hi 
w = - - ( logu  + logp) + Aw. (3.168) 
~r 
The term Aw is a perturbation term, except hat its asymptotic value is not zero, but a con- 
stant Aw(oc). Replacing the logarithmic term in equation (3.50) from equation (3.168) results 
in the well-determined form 
) z= fo 7r hi - logp  -[-U'ZF"{'-ZO, (3.169) 
which shows clearly the asymptotic form at point 2 
( logs) + z0 I3170) Z"--~ fo 7r hi 
In the Frobenius disks F2 and F6, equation (3.22) is written in terms of the local variable r as 
-h~ 
w = - - (2  logr + logp) + Aw, (3.171) 
7r 
so that similarly equation (3.67) assumes the well-determined perturbation form 
( z=f r0  ~r -h~ 
with the asymptotic form at points 2 and 6 
z --" h° - Aw( ) -- l°gp) / 2 + (3.173) 
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3.7. Contract ion Coefficients 
The parameters that have to be determined uring the solution process allow two methods of 
determining the contraction coefficients C~u at the upper wall and C~l at the lower wall, defined 
as  
b6 (3.174) 
Ccu h,,' 
b2 
c¢, = (3.175) 
from the dimensions in Figure 3.1a. The dimensions hu and ht are calculated from the expansions, 
but b2 and b6 are not directly available. Therefore, using the equation of continuity, we transform 
equations (3.174) and (3.175) to 
Cca - -h6qlbl  (3.176) 
hlq6hu ' 
-h2qlbl 
Col - - -  (3.177) 
hlq2hl 
On the other hand, we can use the asymptotic perturbation form of equation (1.173) to arrive at 
-blfo(F1) (3.178) 
Ccu-  2fro(F6)h~' 
-blfo(F1) (3.179) 
Co, -  2fro(F2)hl" 
The two methods provide another accuracy check. 
3.8. Ca lcu la t ions  
Particular examples of the final solution w(z) axe chosen to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the method. All calculations have been executed with single precision at convolution number 
length n = 20, for which we are confident hat the results are correct within four decimal places 
at the worst place, which is at a = 85 °. The exponents mentioned in equations (3.82), (3.112), 
and (3.137) were found to be exact within seven digits at n = 30. Some cases, especially the 
extreme ones, have been checked with n = 50, resulting in very convergent coefficient sequences. 
The flow at c~ = 85 °, l = b = 1, is shown in Figure 3.15a. The small openings are hu = hi = 
0.0019028. The same streamlines and potential ines are shown magnified 100× in Figure 3.15b 
through the lower opening, and in Figure 3.15c through the upper opening. These magnifications 
show that no local accuracy is lost. 
The mapped flow in the C-plane is shown in Figure 3.15d. The sources lie very close to 
the corners, at ~1 -- .9954504 and ~6 = -.9954504. Bilineax transformation was used during 
the iteration to make these magnitudes equal so that the two smallest Frobenius disks were 
maximized. The corresponding points mapped on the circle in the s-plane lie at 89.9994 ° and 
270.0006 ° , which means that their separation from the corners is only 0.0006 ° . Severe loss of 
accuracy could therefore be expected if the parameters are expressed in global coordinates as sak, 
and this is the reason why we have used the semidisk in the ~-plane. 
The velocity ratio is only ql/q2 = .0023262, which is responsible for a deep slit in the/-plane, 
which is shown with the mapped flow in Figure 3.15e. Again, the local accuracy is demonstrated 
by the 400x magnified region around the edge in Figure 3.15f. The actual distance between 
points 1 and 7 is 11 - /7  -- .000700. 
The solution w(z) for the case a = 5 °, l = b = 1, is shown in Figure 3.16a. Again a bilinear 
transformation was used so that the three smallest Frobenius disks F1, F2, and F6 are of the 
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(a) Full region flow at a = 85 °. (b) Flow through lower gap, 100× magnified. 
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(d) Mapped flow in ~-plane. 
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(c) Flow through upper gap, 100x magnified. 
(e) Mapped flow in/-plane. (f) 400x magnified. 
Figure 3.15. Butterfly valve flow, case a = 85 °. 
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same maximum size. This example shows quite well the accuracy that can be achieved with the 
analytical method. The flow around the tip, point 3, is shown 10x magnified inFigure 3.16b, 
then 100× magnified in Figure 3.16c, and then 1000× magnified in Figure 3.16d, with every 
magnification increasing the density of the streamlines and potential lines by the same factor. 
The last figure shows that the stagnation point and the free-streamline flow around the corner 
are well defined, although t e distance is small, Iz4 - z3J -- 0.00008322. Due to the corner of the 
semidisk in the ~-plane the mapped distance is much larger, ]~'4 - (3I -- 0.083109, which allows an 
accurate determination of w(() and z(~) in that region. Tile extreme geometry is demonstrated 
also in the/-plane. The mapped flow is shown in Figure 3.17a in the full strip, while the region around the small slit is shown magnified 20 × in Figure 3.17b. 
. Z7 Z, 
- / -4 -¢ J~ I j I I J  I - - t - [  
z3 
(a) Full region flow. 
(c) Tip flow 100× magnified. 
i ' i  
(b) Tip flow lOx magnified. 
(d) Tip flow 1000× magnified, 
Figure 3.16. Butterfly valve flow, case c~ ~ 5 o. 
For the calculation of the flow in the regions through the openings, the perturbation forms of 
equations (3.169) and (3.172) have been used in the whole Frobenius disks, To demonstrate he 
necessity as well as accuracy of the perturbation form, we show the streamlines calculated for 
the case of a -- 2 ° with the full series forms of equations (3.50) and (3.67) in Figure 3.18a, and 
with the perturbation forms in Figure 3.185. With reference to the remarks in/13, Section 4.5], 
it is clear that a double precision calculation would only have postponed the accuracy problem, not solved it. 
The total butterfly flow coefficient as defined defined by Sarpkaya [11], with fl defined by sin ~ = b/l, 
cQ = + 1 - 
sinai' 
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(a) Mapped flow in/-plane. (b) 20x magnified. 
Figure 3.17. /-plane for case a = 5 °. 
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(a) Flow (z) calculated with full series form. 
Z7 
(b) Flow (z) calculated with perturbation form. 
Figure 3.18. Butterfly valve flow, case c~ = 2 °. 
fits the measured values, as reproduced in [11], better in the region which must be assumed to be 
well-separated free-streamline flow. The reason that the incorrect values of [11] fit reasonably is 
twofold. First, the error has very little influence on the total value of flow coefficient at near open 
position, and second, his values have been compared to the flow regime beyond the inflection 
point, which obviously indicates trong deviation from the theoretically assumed free-streamline 
flow. 
3.9. Resu l ts  
Contraction coefficients are given in Table 3.1 for the first valve, which is the normal butterfly 
valve with plate length I the same as the channel width b. This was designated as fl = 90 ° by 
Sarpkaya [11], where sin/~ = b/l, i.e.,/3 is equivalent to the angle a in the closed position. 
In the next column, we have also listed for comparison the contraction coefficients of the same 
openings between infinitely long plates, as obtained from a symmetric nozzle of Section 2.2. These 
values give bounds for the upper contraction coefficient, but not for the lower. In a third column, 
the old results of Sarpkaya [11] are listed for comparison. In the last column, the stagnation point 
position is listed. The error in the original work by Sarpkaya [11] is small, and the correction 
rather of an analytical than practical nature. 
~/o 
o 
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Table 3.1. Butterfly valve contraction coefficients, 
Cc! c~ Cc2 of [11] Ccu oo Ccl 
1 .5 (Borda) 1 1 1 
.9098 .5028 - -  .9630 .9629 
.8352 .5059 .578 .9286 .9286 
.7220 .5131 .571 .8672 .8670 
.6453 .5216 .569 .8140 .8138 
.5970 .5317 .570 .7678 .7675 
.5818 .5373 .572 .7469 .7467 
.5720 .5434 .574 .7275 .7273 
.5661 .5569 .580 .6922 .6921 
.5742 .5725 .587 .6614 .6614 
.5906 .5905 .597 .6345 .6345 
.6002 .6004 - -  .6224 .6224 
.6110 .6110 .611 .6110 .6110 
l=b .  
of [11] Iz4 - z31 
1 0 
- -  .000083 
.904 .00112 
.851 .0126 
.808 .0452 
.768 .1010 
.750 .1362 
.734 .1748 
.701 .2578 
.670 .3422 
.640 .4230 
.4617 
.611 .5 
Table 3.2. Butterfly valve contraction coefficients with l > 1. 
= 75 ° ~ = 60 ° 
a/°  Ccl Ccu Cd Ccu 
0 1 1 1 1 
5 .9077 .9630 .9004 .9630 
10 .8316 .9286 .8195 .9286 
20 .7167 .8672 .6991 .8671 
30 .6394 .8139 .6202 .8138 
40 .5913 .7677 .5736 .7676 
45 .5766 .7469 .5606 .7467 
50 .5674 .7274 .5539 .7273 
55 - -  - -  .5528 .7092 
60 .5631 .6922 .5569 .6921 
70 .5730 .6614 
75 .5812 .5905 
= 45 ° 
Col Ccu 
1 1 
.8852 .9630 
.7941 .9286 
.6634 .8670 
.5827 .8138 
.5423 .7676 
.5373 .7467 
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The butterf ly valves with l > b have been calculated as well, for the same values/3 -- 75 °, 60 °, 
and 45 ° as in [11], where l = b/sin/3. These results are listed in Table 3.2. 
The last value in each column is the theoretical value obtained from the case of Section 2.1. 
The results in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 are presented graphically in Figure 3.19. The graph shows the 
value of Cd(a)  over the range of 180 °, where Ccu(a) = Cd(180 ° - a). The dotted line presents 
the infinity values of Table 3.1. The values on the right differ so little that  the curves appear 
almost as a single line. It can be seen from the tables that  there the values of Ccu differ very 
little from the infinity values. In fact, the contraction coefficients Col and Ccu at a = 40 ° of the 
two different cases in Figure 3.10a and 3.10b differ only in the 4 TM digit. Therefore a substantial  
error due to an incorrect choice of the point 7 appears only in the values of Col at the smaller 
angles of a. The values calculated for the case a = 2 ° are C¢l = 0.9618, C~u = .9849, which 
demonstrate how the two coefficients --* 1 as a --+ 0 °. 
3.10. Conc lus ions  
The solution of the problem with two integrations i solved with series expansions by standard 
convolution algebra of [12] and [13, Section 2], such that  the solution is available in basic analytical 
form. Accuracy is maintained and numerical problems are avoided by using scaled variables and 
perturbat ion forms. Efficient covering of the region and singularities i achieved by using the three 
standard disks, Taylor, Frobenius, and Laurent. Crowding is minimized by using the semidisk 
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Figure 3.19. Butterfly valve contraction coefficient Ccl (~; c~). 
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180 ° 
in the C-plane. Disks can be varied to suit best configurations by bilinear mapping. Fairly little 
algebra is involved compared to previous solutions combining elliptic integrals and numerical 
integration. The only complication we have left is that the disks must be chosen empirically; we 
have not solved the topological problem of constructing automatically a set of disks that cover 
the complete region. 
Forces can be determined irectly from the asymptotic streamline contractions and the fact 
that pressure is normal on the plate, see [24]. As the solutions are available in analytical form, 
any further calculations can be done analytically. Specifically, the moments on the plate can be 
calculated by Blasius' theorem by continuing the convolution algebra for the required functions 
and their integrals, and matching between the appropriate disks. If the method of residues is 
used, the same convolution algebra with full length series is still required because of the matching. 
We have not attempted to determine the contraction coefficients as function of a with fixed 
parameter l, similar to Section 2.2, with bi-convolution umbers. The problem here is so much 
larger because of the iteration. During the iteration, the expansions of/2(a), /6(a), and/5(a)  
would have to be iterated, which at 20 coefficients means that the Jacobian matrix is of dimension 
60 x 60. To calculate these elements requires 60 SCT computations at every iteration step. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The differential equations of free-streamline flow of jets and the butterfly valve were derived 
by the hodograph method. The semidisk as a reference region has proved useful in reducing the 
number of singularities and crowding. The analytic solution with series expansions in Taylor, 
Laurent, and Frobenius eries was successfully concluded with the method of convolution algebra. 
In the case of the jet, the hodograph was mapped by an algebraic equation on the semidisk, and a 
single S-C type integral was solved in each disk to map the semidisk on the physical plane. In the 
case of the butterfly valve, the mapping of the hodograph required the solution of one differential 
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equation. The solution of the differential equation was possible in convolution numbers, in some 
cases only by the removal of the square root of the variable. 
A particular aspect of the method is the covering of the semidisk region with convergence disks, 
which varied from the order of unity to tiny. Scaled variables were used to obtain well-conditioned 
series coefficients. 
The analytic result consists of a set of series for each case. For the regions towards infinity, 
well-determined perturbation forms were derived. 
The free-streamline flow can then be computed easily with the accuracy of an analytic solution. 
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